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The following pages are the final report on contract number
NAS8-11348 and contain the program for estimation of sound
intensity from a rising space vehicle.
The second chapter contains a summary of the ray tracing
methods used and the modifications that are required to apply
the technique to the case of a moving sound source. Chapter III
is devoted to a discussion of the inputs to the program. The
description of the various program subroutines is contained in
Chapter IV. The program flow charts constitute Chapter V.
Chapter VI contains the input and output data for several sam-
ple runs. The listing of the program and subroutines is con-
, "_ained in Chapter VIII
II. RAY TRACING METHOD
The basic ray equations in the form
dx/dt = c cos _ + u (1)
dz/dt = c sin
and Shell's law in the form
c/cos _ + u = Co/COS _o + Uo = K = constant (2)
lead to the integral for the ray displacement in the hori-
zontal when penetrating a layer in the vertical
z 2
- x 1 = /[(c cos _ + u)/c sin _]dz. (3)X 2
z 1
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If the layer Zl, z 2 is completely penetrated, the phase normal
inclination, _, does not become zero within the layer and
the integral is perfectly proper. If the ray is refracted
earthward within a layer, z 2 is the level at which the ray
becomes horizontal. In this case _(z 2) = O, and the integral
is improper. Under most circumstances the way in which
v(z 2) approaches zero is such that the improper integral is
convergent ard may be evaluated by elementary methods.
(The exceptional cases are of no importance as far as the
problem being discussed is concerned.)
It is obvious that one may obtain _r/_ from
bx2/b_o-_Xl/_o by addition of values through the layers
penetrated. Using (3) for this purpose, the result is
z 2
% = -(cosin%/cos2 %) f[(c uco3cos2,'c sxn3 ]dz
z 1 (4)
where use has been made of
_/_o = CoSin_oC°S2_/c sin_ coS2_o (5)
_rom (2). The integrand may also be expressed as
3/2
(c+u cos_)cos2_/c2sin3_ = Kc/[(K-u)2-c 2] (6)
As long as the ray penetrates the layer (Zl,Z 2) the
integral (4) is proper and is evaluated with no difficulty.
When z 2 is the level at which the ray becomes horizontal, then
= 0 at that level and the integral is improper at the upper
linit. It is readily seen from (6), if (dc/dz)+(du/dz) is
not zero at the level z2, that sin_ approaches zero proportion-
ally to (z_-z) 1/2 and consequently the integrand behaves like
3/2
(z2-z) . This means that the integral is divergent.
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Another item that needs consideration is the fact that
at the crest of the ray, the value of z2 is dependent on _o"
In other words, the process of differentiating under the
integral sign to obtain (4) is no longer valid. To avoid
the difficulties, the process is started anew for a ray that
becomes horizontal at z2. Let z ffiz2-E and consider the
limit for E _ O. Then
lim
_x2/b_o-_Xl/b_ o = E _ 0 [(c cos_ + u)/c sinx] ,(_z*/_ o)
z
lim z. (7)- E-O [CoSint_o/C°S2_o [cosL(c+u co_)/c2sin-3_]dz.
-I
Since z2 = z2(_o ) is given by Snell'_ Law in the form
c(z2) +u(z2) = Co/C°S _o + Uo
then
_z2/_ % = [Co/(C'+ u')] sin%/cos2 °
and replace _z./B_ ° by its limit. _z2/be ° so that the expres-
sion becomes
_x2/b_°-_Xl/_°= [CoSlnv°/c°_2°]z*
- E_ollm._ _Z[cos2_(c+u cos_)/c2sln-3_] dz [(u+cco_. )/c'+u')c sin_z,
-1
The last expression contains two terms that become large in
the limit for E. Let the integral expression in the above
be indicated by I, If the variable of integration is changed
from z to _, then
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- [ (Co+UoCOSO O)/CO_Oo] J [ CO_O/C (C (C ' +U ' ) COSO] d ( I/sir_0).I
O1
The last expression may be integrated by parts to give
O,
I= [(Co+UoCOS_o)/CO_o]{E coso/c (c '+u 'coso) sin_
o I
where, in the second term on the right 9 z has been restored
as the parameter of integration. Then carrying out the dif-
ferentiation with respect to z in the integrand on the right
i=  COo /CO o{Foo  ,o
- Z I
+ _Z2[ COCO (C'+U" COS_)/C sino(c'+u' COp )2] dz}.
z I
The final limit to be evaluated then becomes 8x2/SOo-_Xl/_Oo =
[c sln_/cos2_] liraE-*O (A-B+C-D)
where
A = [(u+c coso)/c(c'+u')sin_] , ,
z
B = [ (Co+UoCO_o/eOS_o] [ cos_/c (c ' +u 'cos_) sl._]
m,





It may be readily verified that lim (A-B) = 0 so that theE-*o
final result is
_x3/O_o-SXl/_ o = (CoSinOo/COS2 o) [ (Co+UoCOS_o)/cos_ o]
x { [coS_/c (c '+u 'cos_) sire] Zl (8)
s
; - _z2
J [cos_ (c"+u" cos_)/c (c e+u 'cos_) 2sin_J dz}.
z I
In the. above the integral is convergent provided that the
denominator factor c'+u'cosx is not zero.
Another formulation for (8) is
_x2/_ZDo-_Xl/_Ooffi(CoSi r_o/COS2)(K(K-u)/[ (K-u) c ' +cu '][ (K-u) 2-c2] _ _z I
- _:2(K(K-u)_ (K-u,c"+cu']/[ (K-u)c'+cu'j2_ (K-u)2-c2]}dz
where K is the Sne11's Law constant from (2) and the explicit




In order to reduce redundant efforts £n computations it
is of primary importance to consider conditions, such as par-
ticular initial ray inclination angles and/or speed of sound
profiles, for which rays will not be returned to the ground.
The ray (ray tangent or phase normal) for which C + U is equal
to Co/COS _0o + Uc is parallel to the layers of the sound profile.
This relation determines conditions ux_der which rays can or caa,:ot
be returned to earth.
If one lets V1 be the maximum value of the C + U profile
at or below the source level and lets V2 be the maximum above
the source, then _01 and _02 will be the values from Snell's laws
giving the phase normals for V1 and V2 respectively. These
values are a function of the source altitude in that the values
of Co and Uo are C and U at the source. The rays may now be
listed in the following categories:
(1) - _ < _0o < - tO1 descending rays that reach the ground
(2) - _°1 < _o < 0 descending rays that are refracted
upwards
(3) 0 < _0o < _01, o 1 < (02 ascending rays that are trapped.
(4) _i < _0o < _2' _I < _2 ascending rays tha_ are refractedto earth
(5) 0 < _o < _°2' _°2 < _I ascending rays that are trapped
(6) _2 < _°o' _2 < _°I ascending rays that continue upward
1971004606-009
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Descending rays that are refracted upward may be returned
towards earth, but will again be refracted upwards so they
ultimately will be attenuated in the atmosphere without ever
returning to earth. Ascending rays that are trapped likewise
are unable to reach the ground because of a maximum in the
sounding prof)le below the source which is larger than the
maximum above the source. Ultimately, then, there are only
two cases to consider for which rays reach the ground, Cases
1 and 4. Thus one need only find the two maximum, calculate
the phase normal for those points and initiate rays from the source
with inclination angles which satisiy Cases 1 and 4 above.
Classification of Sounding Profiles
' Consideration of multiple reflections implies . necessityi
to organize sounding profiles into ty.,e_ f',)_ calculation of
distance, time and the partial d_.-ivat!ves £or ascending or
descending leg of the ray path. These are needed for evaluating
the focusing factor and ultimately the sound intensity ._: the
field points.
TYPE I- A sounding prot_e for ::hich the maximum C_y
occurs .'-,elowthe source level 7, ¢ith no effectiw_ _ax,..-.-s
(one which is larger than the ,_.x£mum below the sourcv: :-bore
the source will return a ray to the ground only fo:" -. < -_I"
The _I IF calculated from Snell'q Law :_t the maxir:_:- C(z)
below the source. All rays which are reflecte-:i a_. zhe ground
will escape and one need only calculate the down _..,..g.
T_3 2: A sounding of Type 2 is one where an effective
maxlm _ of C(z) occurs above the source level Zs while C(z)
< C(Z s) for Z < Zs, i.e., there are no maximums in the sovnd-
Ing profile below the source level. If a ray is initiated at
an angle less than -_2' it will not be returned after the first
reflection from the ground. Thus one need= to compute the
down leg only. For -cP2 < _o < 0, i.e., ground level
1971004606-010
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dust, the rays will reach the ground at DL, 3DL and 2 UL, 5DL
4 4UL, etc. Under the condition 0 _ _o _ _2' ground based
dust, rays reach the ground at DL + 2UL, 3DL + 4UL, 5DL + 61JL,
etc.
TYPE 3: There is a sounding profi)e in which there is an
effective maximum in C(z) both above and below Zs. The value of
the maximum above Zs is the larger, er, d ¢_2 co_ " qponds to this
larger maximum.
The ranges for _o are
i) -_ < _o _ - °2 for which rays escape after the first
reflection,
ii) "_2 < _o < - _i' ground based duct for which rays reach
the ground at DL, 3DL + 2UL, 5DL + 4 UL, etc.
iii) -¢i < _o < + Ol an elevated duct which is trapped
iv) _01 < _o < (°2 ground based duct whose rays reach the
ground at DL + 2UL, 3DL + 4UL, 5DL + 6UL, etc.
v) _2 < Vo < _ ' all rays escape.
CASE TYPE OF SOUNDING PROFILE
1 Effective Max C(z), Z < Zs; no effective
Max C(z), Z > ZS
2. Effective max C(z), Z > Zs; No effective Max
Max C(z), Z < Zs
3. Effective Max C(z), Z > Zs: Effective






One could conceivably run a set of rays with initial
inclination angles running the gamut from - _ to + _ to get
values of sound intensity at their respective field points
from r = 0 to r = rma x. If an area of field points is of
perticular interest, a method to select the ray azimuth which
will "deposit" rays in that area is described in the section
on fix area.
Table 2 summarizes _he necessary calculations for multiple
reflections. DL is the horizontal distance traveled on the down
leg, UL is that for the up leg. Travel times an._ necessary
partial derivatives are calculated simultaneously.
CASE INITIAL NECESSARY LANDING DISTANCES
• INCLINATION CALCULATIONS FOR MULTIPLE
ANGLE REFLECTIONS
i
1 - 2 < _o < - _I DL DL only
- _ < _o <'x°2 DL DL only
2
- '_2 < _o _ 0 DL and UL DL, 3DL+2UL, SDL
+4UL,...
0 < _o < _2 DL and UL DL+2UL, 3DL+4UL,...
- _ < _o < - _2 DL DL only
3
- _°2 < _o < - _I DL and UL DL, 3DL+2UL, jDL
+4UL, ...




III. INPUTS TO THE PROGRAM
Due to the aumerous types of data which must be input to
calculate sound intensiLies from a moving source, the formats
will all be either twelve column field for non-integer or ten
column fields for integer data. Thus, one need not refer to
format statements to check data inputs. The majority of data
can be categorized as
i) trajectory information
ii) sounding profile data or
iii) source and field point information.
These sets will be considered as separate units in prep-
aration of data to execute the program. These sets of data
are read in subroutines called RDTRAJ, and P_DMET, except for
the information about the source and field points.
1. Trajectory Rata
The _rajectory information is read as three groups of
cards all in twelve column fields. A card preceding these
sets contains tLe number of trajectory points. The grox_p:s
are as follows:
(1) Time Altitude Mach No. Pitch Yaw
(2) Time Latitude Longitude
(3) Time Relative Angle from
Velocity Horizontal
2. Sounding Profile Data
The first card is again a control card containing (a)
number of radiosonde data levels, (b) number of wind data
levels and (c) control parameter IMET where IIET is:
(1) for wind data interpolated to radiosonde levels
(2) for radiosonde
(3) radio and raJiosonde combined into one table
(4) combined table input (for which number of radiosonde
and wind 16vels are input the same)
1971004606-013
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Card two contains the measured dew point.
Option_ (IMET) one through four have the following two
sets of data:
(a) Card three - namber of radiosonde levels + 2
a_titude - pressure - temperature - relative
humidity
(b) Card NMET + 3 through NMET  3+ MWND + 2
altitude - direction - speed.








direction degrees clockwise from north
speed in meters per second
End of sounding profile data.
3. Source and Field Point Information
CARD I: minimum and maximum source altitude. Source
altitude will be selected from the meteorological datR levels
from the minimum and maximum altitude in kilometers iudicated
above. CARD 2: Location of points, in form X, ¥, X2, Y2, Xi
positive north from source, Yi positive east from source in
kilometers, of interest. From these locations, sound inten-
sities will be calculated through the gamut of azimuths and
approximately a kilometer on either side of the line.
If there is only one datum card for the field point, cal-




The various subroutines of the program are described in
the following sections.
1. Subroutine RAY TR&C
The necessary quantities for calculating the focusing
br b- br b_
factor, r, _, _o' _o, 5z _z, where
zi+l
r = c_ - u + c _ -_u + c)
z i
Z
T = _zi K - u dz
br = c sin_o br
_o o _ _K
cos _o
5r __(Co'_ ) br_cos_o + uo _-_
b___v= c sin_°o 1 br
_o o c,os_.% _ _-_
b_ (Co' ;/l_r= _s%  Uo_ ,
are evaluated from the results of _Y TIL_C.
I_puts to the subroutine are as follows: LC_X is the
total number of layers in the atmosphere after subdivision in
subroutine PARAB; _L4A, £GG and ZZZ are the parameters of the
parabolic fit to the speed of sGund plus wind component for
each of the LCMAX layers of the form
v = A +e(z-zo)
1971004606-015
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where G1. _ GGG(I), Ai = AAA(I) and z o = ZZZ(I), CCC and
vUU are the tabulated values of the speed of sound and wind
components in azimuthal direction from which a numerical dif-
erentiation with respect to altitude. JS is the altitude
level at which the source is located , ICASE indicates calcu-
lations are to be made for down legs of the ray and/or up
legs, UTEST is the Shell's law constant.
The computations for each ray for the layers passed
_hrou_h are
z 2
f°'Ar = r 2 - r 1 = + u(K-u) dz
z 1
z 2
&_ = _2 -_'I ffi K - u dz
z 1
P
and 5r = 8r 2 _ _r I =_ | eu dz
_- _ J( __)3 ( K_-_Z-__v)3 "
These are evaluated as











: IFI(_ ) = + u(K-u)cVK-u + c
F2 (g) = K - u _ [cVK-u + c
[ F3(g ) = cK I "(VK-u ec) 3 g
These values are averaged between the top and bottom of each
layer.
In those layers for which the ray becomes horizontal
z 2 is evaluated at the turning point
Z = Z + V_2 0 -
G
where
K = A + G (z - Zo)2
The integrals are evaluated the same for 5r and A_ and
the _ integral becomes
1 2
__ ffi F4(zl) + F5(_ ) d z ,
where
F4 = K(K-u)[(K-u)c' + cu'] (g2u) -cZ
z 1
F5'_%,2, = K(K-u)[(K-u)c" + cu"][ (K-u) c* + cu* ]2_K---'_




The integrals d z and are evaluated in
(K-v) 3/2
z I z 1
three regions depending upon the sign of (K-A) anJ G where
v(z) = A + S(z - Zo)2.
Case 1: G > o , (K - A) > o
2 z 2 - z z I - z
dz _ 1 arcsin o - arcsin o
z___ _
2 dz -1 z2 -Zo Zl - Zo
z__K-_" _K-_,V.%, -z°'_ V__ (z2 - (zI - zo)
Case 2: G < o , (K - A) > o
/ z2 - z +k/K-_A + z2 - z2 dz = --!-I log o o
Zl KV-R-C6_ Zl _ Zo + + z! _ Zo
!|
Z
f2 dz = -I _ z 2 - z o _ z I - z¢




Case 3: G < o, (K-A) < o
z2 '_/z K--A
z 2 - z + - z +-_dz = _ log o 2 o G
Zl (VK--L_) _-_:_ z 1 - z O +\/z 1 - z O + K_G
f z2 - z - zdz = 1 z2 o _ z i o
(K-v)3 _(K-A) ,/K-A - 2 ,]K-A
v--_ + (z2 - z°) V--_ + (zl - Zo)2Z l
These integrals were accomplished by using the substitution
x = z - Zo, and it is readily seen that the solution
¢-
J d:. = log (x + VxZ+ a2 )
a 2 + x 2
is not symmetric in the variable x. This is seen by supposing
l that a is small compared to x, then if x < o we have
log (-Ix[ + _) = log (-Ix[ + Ix[) which is log (0).
In this case, the substitution x -- (z - z o) is used;
the limits are interchanged and the solution for Case 2 is
=W .....
dz = _ log --K-_-AGZ_R:V-vV=_ -(z 2 zo) + + - Zo)2
z 1
There is the analogous expression for Case 3.
The integrals /dx/(a2- + x2) 3 are symmetric in x thus
the substitution x = (z - z o) gives the same solution as
x = (z - Zo).
1971004606-019
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The output of this routine is
_L the horizontal travel during descent of ray
DU the horizontal travel during ascent of ray
TAUD the time of travel during descent of ray
TAUU the time of travel during 8scent of ray
DRDDK Ar/AK during descent of ray
DRUDK Ar/AK during ascent of ray
The partial derivatives used in calculating the focus
factor are used in the main program in order that multiple
reflections may be taken into account. The values for reflec-
tions are.integer multiples of the output variables from RAY TRAC.
2. Subroutine INTERP
Subroutine INTERP does a linear interpolation after search-
ing the independent variable table for the pair which bound the
point of interest; i.e. x i _ x • xi+ 1. The result is given as
(Yi+l - Yi)
Y = Yi + (x - x i) .(xi+ 1 - x i)
In case the value of x is outside the range of tabular
points, the subroutine does an extrapolation.
3. Subroutine DIVDIF
The subroutine DIVDIF makes use of the standard divided
difference formulas for interpolating function values and values
of che first and second derivatives of a function that is tab-
ulated at unequal intervals. These relations are as follows.
f(x) = f(a o) + _of(ao,al) + aoalf(ao,al,a 2)
.J + _oal_2f(ao,al,a2,a3)
f°(x) = f(ao,a 1) + (a o + al)f(ao,al,a 2) +
(_oal + aoa 2 + al_2)f(ao,al,a2,a3)




_0 = X -- a 0
c_1 = x - a 1
_2 = x - a 3
f(a o) - f(al)
f(ao'al) = a -
o al
I f(a 1) - f(a 2)
I f(al,a2) =
a 1 - a 2
f(a 2) - f(a3)
f(a2,a 3) =
a 2 - a 3
f(ao,a 1) - f(al,a2)
f(ao'al'a2) = a -
o a2
f(al,a 2) - f(a2,a 3)
f(al,a2,a 2) =
a 1 - a 3
f(ao,al,a 2) - f(al,a2,a 3)
f(ao'al'a2'a3) = a -
o a3
4. Subroutine PARAB
Subroutine PARAB is used to obtain the parameters of a
parabolic layer model of the speed of sound plus wind com-
ponent profile v(z) that exactly fit the observed data. The
formula for these parabolic layers is in the for_
2
v(z) ffi A + G(z - z o)
1971004606-021
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where the parameters A, G, zc are given by the following rela-
tions. The layer between data values is divided in h_!f and
the tee "half-lajers" are represented by different parabolic
formulas. Let z2 and Zl, z 2 > Zl, be the height values at the
data points. Then in the bottom "half-layer," z I < z < (zi+z2)/2,
the relations are
A - A I - B_/4C 1
I
[ zo = z I - Bl(Z 2 - Zl)/4C 1
G = 4Cl/(z 2 - Zl)2
where A 1 = v1
B 1 = v_(z 2 - Zl)/2
cI = [(v2 - vl) - v_+ 3v_)(z2 - Zl)14]12
In the top "half-layer," (z I + z2)/2 < z < z2, the relations are
A = A 2 - B_/4C 2
ZO = (z2 + Zl)/2 - B2(z 2 - Zl)/4C 2
G = 4C2/(z 2 - Zl )2
where A2 = [vI + v2 - (v_ - v_)(z 2 - zi)/4]/2
B2 = v2 - vI - (v_+ v_)(z2 - Zl)/4
c2 = - [(z2 - zI)- (3v_+ v_)(z2 - Zl)/4]i2.
The values Vl, v2 are for speed of sound plus wind component at
the levels z 1 and z 2 respectively. The va]ues of v 1 and v 2 are
the slopes of the speed of sound plus wind component at z 1 and





I (Vi+l - Vi-l)/(Zi+l - Zi-l)
where i is the data level index.
In the c&se of a "linear layer" (for which the parabolic
approximation is not appropriate), the value of z o was entered
as zero and the parameter G was used for the slope of the
speed of sound plus wind over the layer.
!
! In the case that there is a minimum or maximum of v within
a "half-layer," i.e. z I < z o < (z 1 + z2)/2 or (z I + z2)/2 <
z o < z 2, the layer is further subdivided so that the maximum
or minimum occurs at a layer division point.
5. Subroutines RDT_J and RDMET
: ,,
The RDTI_J and RDMET subroutines are described in the
section on program inputs.
1971004606-023
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6. Subroutine FIX AREA
Nominal inputs to the program include, in the form of
field point information data, locations of particulmr areas
for which calculations are to be made. This subroutine utilizes
the input information to calculate the ranges to the border
of the area for a set of azimuthal ray angles in constant incre-
ments.
The method used is calculation of the points of intersection
of all o_ the boundary lines for the ray azimuth of interest.
In general a point on _e boundary can be written (see accompanying
i figure)
Y - Yl Y2 - Yl
x - x 1 x 2 - x 1
and a point on the azimuthal line from the source is given by
x s = r v sin @v + r s sin e s
Ys = rv cos Ov + r s cos Bs .
The intersection of these lines is the point on the boundary
given by
x i - r v sin e v
eS = tan-1 (Yi r v cos ov )
and
r v [(Y2-Yl) sins v - (x2-xl)cOS$v] + (x2Y 1 -xly 2)
r _ J ,i
s (x2_xl) cos@ s - (y2_Yl)Sl n $s
This equation i_ valid at both points where the ray azimuth
crosses the boundary. The program uses the output ([ri,Oi],
i = 1, NRAY)where NRAY is the number of rays) to calculate
initial inclination angles which will deposit rays in the area,
and ultimately the associated intensities.
:.T.,._--__'r":--:- " ...... •.... ".': _'"' "'''_': .:.....-_----:---,.,-... .... -- ....
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In case there is only one datum point for areas, the pro-
gram calculates intensities every thirty degrees from zero to
360. Due to the very nominal computer time required for the
computations, this is the easiest way to run the program.
V. FLOW CHARTS
The following flow charts, Figs. 1, 2, and 3, present a
graphical picture of the organization of the program.
VI. SAMPLE RUN
The trajectory data for the ascending vehicle wa_ extracted
S&E-AERO-GT-5-70 dated Feb. 4, 1970, for shuttle trajectory with
3.0-g limit for longitudinal acceleration. The relevant portion
of this trajectory data is given in Tables I, II, and III. The
meteorological data used is tabulated in Table IV.
Sound propagation was calculated in the northward, eastward,
southward, and westward directions. For these directions, the
speed of sound plus wind component was represented by parabolic
arcs through the data points. The form used was
v = A + G (z - Zo )2 .
The parameters A, G, and ZO are tabulated in the first
three columns of Tables V, VI, VII, and VIII. The values of
speed of sound (C), wind component (U), and speed of sound plus
wind component (V) are shown as a function of altitude (Z) in
the remaining columns. The four tables correspond to the north-
ward, eastward, southward, and westward propagation directions.
The speed of sound plus wind component profiles for the
northward, eastward, southward, and westward propagation of























(i = sltitude) I




















DL, UL, TD, _d
R/_K)D_ (_R/_K)uI
(SEE TABLE 9.) /
Figure 2. Flow diagram of computer program.
(Contd.)
• _,-,._£: . . , .
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bR _R bT bT
T, _, bz' bO' 7-
(SEE TABLE 2)
I
CALC FOCUS FACTOR[AT R r_R,O] I
CAI_ INTENSITY lAT _ [
6
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Figure 4 : SOUND PROFILE
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TIHE ALTITUDE NACH N_ PITCH YAW
O. 2.5000E-01 O. Oo -0.
O. _, 5000E-01 O. O. -0o
4,0000E+O0 3o8_40E+01 _,6kOOE-02 -g,OOOOE-03 -0o
8.9000F+00 1.5170E+07 1.15TOE-01 -1.6000£-02 -0o
1,200OE+O1 3,60_0£+02 1.7810E-01 -?.7000E-O_ -0,
1.6000E.01 6.50qOE+02 ?._3AOF-01 -3.OOOOE 0€ -0.
2.O00gE d„ 1.0320E+03_o13_0F-01 °6.O010E*3G -0.
2o_OOOE l„ 1.50gOE Lˆ-_.O0_OE 8„ -0o
2.8000E l„ 2.0830E.03G.69_OE-01 °1o2000E_01 -0.
3o2000E+01 2.7580E Œ 5o5720E-91-1.5000E+01 -0.
_.5090E_01 3.33?0E_03 6.2870E-01 ol.?ZSOE_O10Po
i 3.6000_+01 ].5380E+03 _.5360E-01 -1.7_60F+01 -0o
I
_oO000E*01 _._230E+03 7.5950[-01 -?o1020E_01 -0o
_._O00E „ 5.4170E}03S.T_OOE-01 -2.SZOOE 0„ -0.
_o8000E_01 6.5110_ Pˆ q.q3_OE-ql-_o7380E_01 -O.
5.2000E ˆ 7.6930E+0_1o1180E.00 -_o0570[+01 -0o
5.6000E+01 8.g55dE+03 1.2530E*00 -3o3TSOE+01 -0o
5.g15OE_01 1._OOOE L„ 1.3680Eè„ -_o6?30E_01°0o
6.0009F h„ 1.0290EDˆ  .kOlOE*O0-3.6qOOE+81 -0o
6.3009E+01 1.1330£+0k 1.52ZOE+O0 -3.9230E,01 -0.
6o3920F+01 1.1660E+0_ 1.5_Z0_+00 -3.gq30F+01 -O.
6o6000E.01 1o2_10E+9_ 1._30E+00 -_.1_20E+01 -0.
6.9000E+01 1°35_0E+0_ loT930F+O0 -_o3_50E+01 -0°
7.2000E+01 1o_680E+0_ loq380E+O0 °k.sq3OE*01 °0.
7._000F_01 loS870E.Ok 2.0880E,00 -_o80_OE+01 -0.
?o8000F+01 [.POqOE+O_ 2._TtOE Ô„ -5o0070E+01-0.
8.1000E,01 1.83_0E Lˆ 2.3tSOF*O0-5o2030E,01 -0.
Oo400OF lˆ [.q_3OEPŒ ?._2_0£+00-5.3gOOEY01 -0.
8.?OOOE h„ Z.O_5OE+O_2._790E € -_.55qOE_01-0.
g.9OOOE d„ _.2300E+0_2. A_30E äˆ -5.TkOOE+01-0.
q.3OOOE+01 2.3680E !Lˆ 3.0150E+00-5.9030E*01 -flo
g.5009E „ 2.5090E+9_3.1q80_ àˆ -6. _70E*01-0o
g.9OOOE*01 ?o65_0E "LŒ 3._900E,00-_o2050E,01 -0.
1.0200E Œ _o8000E Pˆ 3.sq10EàŒ °6o3550E_01-0o
1o0590E*02 2, g_qOE_Ok 7._900E+00 -6o_TSOE+01 -0.
1.0800E+J2 3.1QOOE+O_ 3.qq5oE+o0 -5.60_0E <„ -0.
1.1100E*02 ]o_530E Xˆ 4._0k0£+00-5.7_50E,91 -0.
1.$300E+0_ ].35_0E+0_ k._6OE_O0 -_oROIOE*01 °0.
1o1300E*02 3o3550E+0_ _.3_60E+00 -5.8010E <ˆ -0o
1o1_00E*0_ 3._OOOE+O_ kok180E_O0 -6.83qoE*01 -0.
1o1700E h• 3.56_0E+0_k.630OE èˆ -5.9_00E*01-0.
1.2000E+02 ].TZ?OE )TŒ k.a390E+O0-T.O520E )8Œ -0.
1.2300E+02 3oS810E Tˆ 5.0_70E+00°T.1510E <Œ -O.
1o?_00E_02 koO_OOE ˆ 5o_5_0E*00-To2k6OE+01 -0.
1.Z_OOE+02 ko19?OE+O_ 5._580E*00 -T.33TOE 8Œ -0.
1.320G_+0_ k.3560E+O_ 5._6kOE ä” -T.k2_OE,01-0,
1.3500E_02 _.5170E+O_ 5.8?50_+00 -_._OOOEt01 -0.
1.3800E+02 k. 67kOE+O_ 6.0910E+00 -P.5090[_01 -0,
TABLE I. Trajectory Data (Altitude, Mach No., Pitch, and






O, 2,_371E+01 -_.056_F 
¼. . m3TIE+01 8.056_r 01
_.O000E_O0 2.8371E+01 -6.0565E+01
8, OO00E_O0 2.R371E+O1 -8.0565Et01
1.2000E+01 2,_37iE+01 -8.05_5F+01
1,6C00E+01 _.8371E_01 -_.0565E+01
2.0000E+01 2, m371E+Ot -8,O_bSE_Oi
2._000E+01 ?.83ZIE+O1 -R.g565E 
. O00E+O1 2 B3T2E+91 8.0 _F_01
3.2000E+Ot 2. m373E+01 -_.0563E+01
3.5000E+01 2.837kE+01 -8.0562F_._I
3,60gOE+O1 2. m375E+01 -8,0_62E 
(_.GOOOE+OI _377E+01 5 0 +01
_._O00E+O1 2, m389E+01 -8,0557E 




6,0000E+01 2. m_OIE+01 -8°053qE+01
6.300_E+01 2.8_06E+01 -8oQ53_E+O1
6,392]E+01 2. R4OBE+01 -_.0532E+01
6.6000E+01 2. B_13E+O1 -8, 0528E+01
_,gOOOE+01 2.8_20E+01 -8.0522E+01
T,O23_E+01 2. mk2_E+Ot -8,0_19E+_1
?.2000E+01 2._28E+01 -e. O515E+01
7,8000E_01 2. R_?E+01 -8.0_98E+01
R, IOOOF*01 2. B_58E+01 -8.0_86E+01
8,WOOOE+01 2, 8_70E+01 -8,0_T_E+O1
8.TOOOE+01 Z.R_R]E+Oi -8.0_66E*01
9.000_F+01 ?.qkqTE+01 -_.0_53E+01
9.3000E+01 2, R513E+01 -R,O_OE+QI
9.6000E+Ot 2,_530E+¢1 -8.0_ZSE+O_
9,gPOOE+OI 2. RS_SE+O[ -8,0_08E+01
1o0200E+02 ?,_SEBE+Oi -8.0391E+_1
1.0500E+02 2,_589E*01 -R, O3T2E+01






1.2000F+02 2. RTlqE+o_ -8.OZ56E_91
1.2300E+02 2.8TSOE*01 °8.0228E+01










TIME VELOCITY AL.GLE FROM HnRI?.
0, 0. -6.7100_-01
0o 0. -6,7100E-Or
4.0000E \„ toq5_EH„ _.q83qEè_. d€  0065  _o9_77E_81
1,2000E h„ 6o1505E_018.qS_E po6   8 389o_706E_01




_o6000E_01 2.18_6E,02 7.20q_E X._000E dˆ 3,20_EP„ 6°Z61WE_01











8._O00F_01 7,83_3E+02 ?._522F D q 0000E*Ol 8o 772E  Hˆ 7o283qE h!9 3 E ˆ 8.9_E_E+023o1_3RE+01






1,tlQOE_O_ 1._503E+03 2.1062E PÐ).ZO QE `ˆ _.52_3E+030 58 _01
1o2_0_+02 1o606BE_03 loqlZZE_I





CABLE III. Trajectory Data (velocity and angle from
horizontal as a functLon of tzme).
1971004606-035
-33-
Z P(NB) T(C) OEH PT OZP SPD C
n. 1.013E*03 9°890£*00 9._90E_00 1.300_ `|| 3.100_*003.3_ZE*02
1.330E_02 1.001E*03 9.790E_00 9oTgOE „| t.663Ex 2.?OOE_O03.381E_02
2.860E*02 9.TTOE_02 9.090E+00 9.0gOE+OO I.T_?Z+O? R. O00_*O0 3.3T?E*OZ
_.330E+_2 9._60E x| 6.790E+008.790F_00 1.800E+02 1.2_0F_01 3.3TSF+OZ
5.740E<.? 9.430E_02 8.690E_00 8.690E*00 1.6W6E+02 1.610_*01 3.3T4E_O2
7.5_0E_02 9.200E_02 8.890E p| 8.SAOE_OO20005E xx 1.9_0E.013.37AE t9,O00 +OZ 0090E tx 6,390 _ 0803q0_00 .118E_02 20160E „| 3. T_E $1.011 .3qo *O0 .390E_00 97 * .2_0E    3 +OZ
1.181(40] 8.TTOE*G2 7.990E_00 7.990E | 2.256E_022.1_0_+01 3.]70E €]1_E+ 3 660E+02 6 k *O9 5 kgOE_O0 2.316E_02 09 01 361E (kSOE x 8.550E+025 _ _q F „| 2._6_E_02_ 7 E_ 5_ +02
1.567Et03 _.350E | 3.39G_+003.390E_90 Z.421E_02 2._30¢*01 3._1E ˆTOSE*03 8 2 _02 3.090( x| 3.090E_002 3 R 37 £ |  .33A4856 _03 0_ ,02 2 _ E_00 2 _ „x 2 2_1|   7 1335E_02
1.969E_03 T.950E_02 1.TqOE_O0 1.7q0_00 2.2_E_02 2.350_01 3.331E.02
2.123E_C3 7.850E ||7.qOOF-01 2.2k?E+02 _.510E+01 3.3Z_E_G2
2_2_9E_03 ?.TSOE x|3.qO0_-01 2.23TEt02 2.6qoE | 3.32_E_OZ
2._06E xx 7.56_E| -1.210_00-1.210E „x|x 2.780E_ 13.31_02
2e559E*03 7.3_0E Ü| -1.710E_09-1.?tOE*O0 2.217E_02 2.800E+01 3.30qE H.690E_ _ .ZSOE_02 °3._10E_00 °3 910 _0 198 .92 6 F_ 29_ _02
2.835E_03 7.190E Ø| -_.510(_00-k.510_ „| Z.162E„| 2.qeo_ | 3.291E_OZ
3.00_E |x 7.010E_02-_.OXOE*OO -_.01OE_O0 2.t_3E_02 3.030¢_01 3.29_*02
3.130E*03 6.920E_02 °6.110E ä| -6.110E*002.1_3E x 3.050_€  3.2_LE* 2
3.292E*03 F.?_OE_02 _8._lOE_OO -8.klOE_O0 2.170E €| 3.1_0_+013.26_E_02
3.k22_*03 6.660E*02 -8.610E_00 -_.610E*O0 2.175E €| 3.250P¬   65E,OZ
3.565E_03 6._90E Üx -8.RIOE_O0-R.810E_OO 2.18_E_02 3.50OR || 3.26]E*02
3.711E*03 6._IOE_OZ -1.011E èx€  2.2Z_E  || 3.700_*013.255E_OZ
3.8_2E,03 6.2kOE Üt-1.06X_O_ 2.227E+02 3.730_+01 3.292E_02
_.023E_03 6.160E à| -1._81Ex  1ˆ| 2.2 _E_023.690_*01 3.2k_E_OZ
_o163E_03 6.000E Üx -1.2TIE_01-1.271E+01 Z.225E_02 3._00c+01 3.23qE_02
-_6Et03 9.920E_02 -1.351Et01 °1o351E_01 2.266E*02 3.910P € 3.2_SEhk._TtE*03 5.77GE* _ k6 * - .knlE_01 305 _ A_OE+01 3.225E !_ 62_E+f13 69 5 _01 561E+01 Z 2 +O2 .8 E+01 ZOE+02
_._TkE_03 5.550E_02 -1.661E_01 -1.661E_0t 2.35_E xx 3._60_,013.21_E t"5 00 0_0 £ Üx -1.qOOE_01°205JOE_01 0500_02 _.O00E „| #0590E_03 .0 Ø| 02o200E_013 000E+01 5 E_02 407 €  02 5E.02
6.QOOE*O_ k.720E Üxx -3.30GE_012.600E*02 k.kOOE_Ol 3.160F+OZ
6.500£*03 _._10E_02 -2.800E è| °3.50G_012.650E+02 _.600F_01 3.1klF.02
T.OOOE_O3 4.110E_02 -3.100E_01 -_.000_01 2.TOOE*02 4.800E_01 3.12[E_02
T.5OOE,03 3.830E_03 -3.400E,01 -k.5OOT_Ol Z.750E*02 5.000_ ˆ| 3.101E*02
8.000(*03 3.560E_02 -3.700E èx -5.OOOE_012.SqOE_02 5.?00_01 3.082E*OZ
8.500E*03 3.3_0E €-5.0OOEtOt 2._50E,02 5.kOO_Ot 3.06_E_02
q.OOOE*03 3.070E*02 -k.3OOE ä|2._00E*02 5.600_-0t 3.0k2E*02
9.500E*03 2.C20E | -_.GOOE_01°6.003E_01 2.600E+02 9.800¢_01 3.021E*02
1.000E*O_ 2.GkOE_02 °k.qOOE_01 -6.500E_01 2.500E-92 6. OOOE_01 3.003E_02
I




A G 70 C U V Z
l 3°]991E+OZ 1,1162E-Ok _oT13?E+01 3,381GE+02 1,q926_+90 ],kO16F+Q2 O,
3._003E+02 1,31_1E-0_ 6,0173E_01 3,3RILE*02 2.6232E+_9 ].kO73c*OZ 1.3300E+02
3,Wq_gE+O_ -5, Tk23E-05 5,517kE_02 3,3TgOE+02 5,0706E-90 _._29TE*02 2.ORSOE402
_._92]E+02 -9,8695E-06 1,_3_1E+03 3,3767E+32 l,q6_8E+lO ]._56_E_g2 ?,8600EeO2
3o_637E+02 L. I539E-06 -T.?k87E+03 3,3749E+02 1,Z_OOE_ql ].kg8qE+OZ _,3300F_02
T _,5_P_E+3Z -6.3076E-05 7.190_F+02 3,37k_F_O2 1,_352E+_1 3,51_0E+02 5.0350E+02
8 _o_E+O_ -Z. ST13E-05 %_gP_E+OZ 3o37_E+OZ 1,T959_+q& 3,53_0E_02 5.T_OOE_02
LO _,5_E*QZ -6,59_8E-05 8.05q2E+92 _o375_E+02 1,R171E Øx 3,_576E+02To_kOOE+02
iI _.5_E+O_ -6,59_8E-05 _,0592r+02 X,3?_qE+92 1,_53E+01 _,55g_E*QZ 8,059_E+02
I_ ],5_5E+_? -I,_090E-05 7,_833F+OZ 3,37_5E'92 1,8_65E+_1 3,55QIE_G2 8o2700E+OZ
1] _._?_p+n? -_,0782£-85 8.6921E+O2 3.Z?Z7FeO? 1o8_8(*_1 _.55G3E*02 9.OGOOE+O2
1_ 3.o_06E+OZ -_,R??kE-06 -2o3207E+02 3o3727F_92 1,7902E à| _o5518E*02q,5550E+02
15 3,25_8E*0_ 1,2661E-06 5o7997E+03 3,3T28E+02 1,72_kE_01 3,5k52_+02 1,0110E+03
l& 3o5_+07 -3,5950E-05 9o30_Ee02 ],3723E_02 1,62_?E+91 3.5350E_02 1,0960E+03
17 3._31_E+02 -8,8_09E-05 1,0TqlE+03 3,3TO_E+O2 1,5183E+]1 $,5222E+02 1,1810E_.03
19 3,_80_E_02 ?°STbTE-95 1,_306E+03 3,3606E+02 1o2982E+01 3,_906E+02 1,?1kOE+03
20 3,_8k8E+OZ -5,0_96E-05 1,30q1E+03 3,357qE+02 le2_21E+01 3.k6_]E •Üx 1o3820E+03
21 3,_78&E+02 -t,2_6_E-O_ 1,3929E+03 3,35_3E+OZ 1,20_0E+01 3,_T_TE+02 1,_500F+03
Z2 3,_5_5E+0_ _o7162E-0_ 1,5615E*03 3,3_73E+02 1,1_81E+_1 ],_6ZIE+02 1,5085E+Q3
23 3,_5_5E*02 2,8_01E-0_ 1,5597E+03 3,3_09E*02 1,1370Et01 3,_5_6E,97 1,5670E+03
2_ 3,_872E+82 -1,1591E-0_ 1,TTO2E+03 3,73_2E*02 1,2710E+_1 3o_663E-02 1.6360E+03
25 3,515ZE+02 -1, T371E-05 2,1_0_+03 3,3390C+02 1,_3_9E+_1 3,k8_3E+OZ 1,7050E+G3
2_ 3,_985E+02 -6,7920E-05 1,_725F+03 3,33_3E+OZ 1,55kOE+gl 3,_9Z?E_02 1,7805E,03
27 3,_9_E+02 -1o_0_9E-0_ 1,86_0E+03 3,3353F+02 1,6301E+_1 3,_983E_g2 1,8560E+93
28 3,_98;E+02 -1,_O_qE-O_ 1,R6_OE+03 _,3350E+02 1,6335Etql 3,_q_E+02 1.66_0E+C3
29 3._88&E+02 1.36_5F-0_ 1.9827F+03 3.33_2E+02 1.6033E+ql ]._9_6E+02 1.q2_SE+03
30 3,_886E_0_ _,89q6E-05 1,98Q_E+O_ 3,3308E+02 1,578_E+31 3,_SRTE*02 1,98qOE*03
31 3.5117E+02 -3.2135E-05 2.2890E+03 3.3_TSE Üt 1.667_Etgl3._9_3E+02 2.0560E+03
32 3._12E+02 2._6E-05 1.9051E_03 3,32kkE+02 1_8_1F+01 3.5029E+02 2.1230E+03
33 3,5173E_02 -_o0_98E-05 ?,2835E+03 3.32_E+02 1,8719E+0I ],5105E+02 2,1860E*03
3k 3.5177F+07 -_,_750£-05 2,303_E+03 3.3219E+02 1,9_RE+01 3,516_E+02 2,2kqOE+03
35 3,SiTTEr02 -_,_150E-05 2,303_E+83 3,31R_E+02 1,99_OE_ql 3,5177E*02 2,303_E+03
36 3,5167E+07 1,6806E-05 2.3953E+03 3.3166E.02 2.006_E Ø| 3.5175E+02_.3265E+03
37 3.51_7F_02 7ok127E-06 2.3797E+93 3.3118E+QZ 2.Oka6E_l 3.516TE+OZ 2.kO$OE+03
3B 3o5!?9E+02 -Z.595_E°05 2.5319E+03 3,3106E+02 2.0691E+01 3.R1TSE*O2 2._835E+03
39 3,5179E+02 -1.595_E-05 2.531qE*03 3.30q_E+02 Zo08_O_+01 3.5179E+OZ 2.5319F+03
_0 3.5_78E_0_ -_.8805E-85 ?.5_0_E+03 _.3087E+02 2o0906_ Ø| 3.51TTE+022.5590E+03
_1 3.51_7E+02 ?oZ670E-05 2,6637E+03 3,3017E+02 2,1339E+81 ],5151E+02 2,62_5E*03
k2 3.5135E+02 7.73_E-05 2.658_E+0_ 3.2q_6E*02 z.1q73E+01 3.51_3E*02 2.6900E 0%_3 5 63E+OZ -_._951 - ? q_16F*03 lS _ 2 30_0 21q +02 7625 *Q3
_ 3o_q?2E+O? 5, ST_OE-06 ?o0196E+03 3,290TE+02 2,_OkTE+qt 3,5312E+02 2,8350E+03
_5 3.5_E+02 -5.9957E-05 3.0077E*03 3.2931E_07 2.k662F+01 Z.539?E_02 2oq195E+03
_6 3.5_E+02 -1.1210E-0_ 3.0060E+03 3.29_1E*02 2.5031E*_1 3o5_kE+02 3.00_0E+03
_T 3,5_E+02 -1,1210E-0_ 3,0060£+03 3,293qF*02 2,50_9F*01 _,5_k_E+02 3,0060E*03
k8 3,5201E+02 2,3290E-05 3,3608E+03 3,2863E,02 2,_190E Ô| 3,SkOZE_023,0670E+03
_9 3,5_07E+02 -3,5300E-05 _,9777E_03 3.2606E*02 2,5196E*01 3,5325E_02 3,1300E+03
50 3,5130E+02 8,0353E-05 3,3135F_03 3,2723E+O2 2,k91TE+01 3,5215E_02 3,2110E+03
51 3,5132F+02 1,1232E-0_ _,307_E+03 3,2656E+02 2,kT58F_01 3,513kE+02 3,_920E+03
52 3,5338E*02 -1.Tk27E-05 3.6_69E_03 3.26_5E_02 2.51_E+G1 _.5159E+02 3.3570E+03
53 3.516_E+02 _._73E-05 3.3309E+03 3.26_6E+02 2.57_EeOt _.522_E*02 3._220E+03
5k 3,5376E*02 -9.6703E-05 3.5755E+03 3.2b_E*02 _.6686E*_1 3.SRI3E+02 3._935E+03
55 3,5378F*02 °ge58_TE-05 3.5756E+03 3.263kE+02 2,7_29E+01 3,5377E+02 3.S6SOE+03
56 3.5YTBEtO2 -9.58_7E-05 3.5756E+03 3.2628E+0Z _.7_99E+01 3.5378E_02 3.5_56E+03
St 3.52_7E_02 5.5021E-05 3.?_E+03 3.25q3E+02 2.147_E*01 3.53_0E+02 3.6360E+03
58 3.5269E+02 2+5145E-§$ 3.7663E+03 3.2551E+02 2.T323E+01 3.5263E_02 3.?110E+03
59 3.5769E+02 -1.60_7E-05 3.7997E+03 3eZS3_Et02 2.73_3_+01 3._76_+02 3._915E+03
60 3e5269E+02 -1.50_?E-05 3.799?E+03 3.2533E+82 2.7360E*01 3.5269E+02 3.?99tE*03
CABLg V. Par&bollc tLt to wlnd component (U) plus speed o_
sound (C). The vslues ot A, G, _O _e the l_r_bolLc
])_mete_s. DL_ectLon ot p_opagstton Ls toward the north.
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Direction of propegatton is toward the east.
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?5 3.1010E+02 9.S255E-OE 2.TCZ3E_03 3.33qOE_02 -_328E_qt 3olqST_82 1.7050E+03
27 3.1697EtOZ 6.32_9E-05 1.9193E+03 _.3373E*02 -1.55_0E _.1819E*02 1.780REt03
28 3.17_1E_02 1.3525E-O_ 1.8856E_03 3.3353E_02 -1.63012+ql 3.1723E_OZ 1._560E •÷ÔŒ´b x -1._888E-0;Z 95_OE ä| 3.3332E_OZ-t.60 2Etgl 9 *02 9225 _03
30 3.17_6E_OZ -1. k888E-O_ l.q560E € 3.3320E+02-1.57_3E+01 1.17k6E_02 1.9560E+03
31 = _7_9E_02 -1. ZkTZE-O_ 1.q_q6E || -1.578kE#013.1730E_02 1.9890E_03
32 _.13_TE èx 6.7kO_E-05_.2528E*03 3._775E-02 -1.66_3E_01 3.1608E*02 2.0560E+03
33 3.1196E_02 2.8980E-05 2.k250_ à| 3.32_E_02-1.78_0E_01 X.1_60E_02 2.1230E_03
3_ 2._5_8E | T.O_OSE-OZ1.?02_E_Ok 3.3Z3_E Lx -1.8719E_gl3.136ZE_02 2.1860E+03
35 3.217ZE_02 -5. Z788E-06 qo_533E_OZ 3.3_1qE_02 -1.9_7E_01 3.1275E x 2.2_90E,03
3T 3.1037E_02 6.3685E-0_ ?._785E  àx 3.3118E_OZ-2.0_95E_1 3.1068E+02 2._080E_03
38 3._037E,02 -7.928_E°05 2._875E | 3.3106E,02-2.0699E#01 3.1037E_02 2._835E_03
39 3.1037E_02 -T.q28kE-05 2o_875E_93 3.3105E_02 -2.067qE_91 3.1037E+02 2o_875E+03
_P 3.103ZE | -9.0717E-05_._965E_03 3.308WE*02 -2o0905E_01 3.0996E*02 2._590E_03
_1 3.0552E_02 _.OT_SE-05 9.909kE_03 3.301_E#02 -?.1338E*01 3.0883E_02 2.62_5E \$2 .1293 -t.k672E°05 2 0806 äx 3.29_6E_02- . 9T2 *_t 7_9 * 900 *03
_3 3.0k68E_02 6.97_1E-05 ?.9060E+03 3.2q15E_02 -2.3039E_1 3.¢611E_02 2.T625E_03
_k 3.0_6_E_02 6.kO6_E-05 2.q122E_03 3.290TE_02 -2.k0kTE_0t 3.0503E_02 2.8350E_03
k5 3.0_65E_02 -_.697_E-05 2.9290E*03 3.2931E_02 -2o_662E+01 3oOk65Et02 2.9195E 'k + -k.O .qzgo _ . 2 ?.k666_*_1 .0_65Et02 2 0 _03
_ 3.O_Y_E+O2 -6. B553E-05 20950_E_3 3.29_1E_07 -2.5030E#0$ 3.0_38E Ü| 3.00kgEt03
_8 3.0251E d(è| 5.8596E-053.2062E_03 3.2883Et02 -2.51_9E_I 3.036kE,02 3.06_0Et03
k9 3.0212E*02 2.S3_TE°05 3.2976E*0_ 3.2806E_02 -2.5195E+q1 3.0286E_02 3.1300E,03
50 3.0261Et62 -1._6891E-05 3.0630E_03 3.2_23E_02 -2._916ff_1 3o0232E_02 3.2110E_03
51 304341E_02 -8.8_F3E-06 2_86q3E+03 3.2658E_02 -2._7_TE Ü€ 3.0183E_023.2920F_3
52 3.0246E_02 -1.5637E-05 3.0846_ | 3.26_5E_02-2.Stk_ETd1 3.0130E_02 3.35TOE_03
53 3.016tE_02 -3.0522E-05 3.246gE_03 3.2646E*02 -2.5783'E-01 3.0068E_02 3._220E_03
54 209850E x,ì€ _04991E-05306608E_03 3026_E_02 -2066_5E_01 209976E_02 3._935Et03
55 2.9835Et02 3,3165E-05 3.6q_qE_03 3.283_E_02 -2°7_Z8E_41 2.9891E_02 3.5650E_03
56 2.93_0E*02 7,0_gsE-07 6.3167E_03 3.2Sq3E_02 -2.7_73E_1 2.gSk6E_02 3.6380E_03
57 2,Q?99E_02 t,?396E-0S 3.8166Et03 3,2551Et82 -2°7322E_01 2.9619E,02 3,Tl10E*03
58 2.9861E_82 -2°317_E-05 3.772TE_83 3,253kE_82 -?.73_2Bt81 2.qB88E*82 3._qtSE_83
59 ZogO81E*02 -2.27861E-SS 30FF18Et83 3.2519E_82 -2°7_11E_1 2ogTF8E_82 3.6720E „060 209553E_02 ge09_S -d6 4°389T _ °2483E_82 eTY_TE_01 09730 t82 0qk75Et03
TABLE VII. 1)_rsbollc _lt to speed o_ sound plus wlnd component.
Dl:_ctton o_ p_opagstlon ls toward the south.
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61 _.9737E_OZ -%.T839E-O5 3.8360E*03 3.2W_3E 	L| -2.76TBE*01Z,9_73E_02 _.0230E+03
b2 2._£;_ èx 5oSr60E-05_.1710E_0_ _.2_13E 
P| -2.T933_*Ot_.961qE*02 k. O93_E*03
.'. .-. ' .i..:2 9o2106E-06 3.q165E+Q3 3.2361E_02 -2.7592E_01 2.9602E*Q2 _.23kSE_03
65 J.35_._E_.I2 2._362E-05 _.tS_/E-F_3 3o233_E+_2 -2o686hE äx _oq6_BE_02W.306OE*C3
60 3.'_PS_E+OZ -2. QBOTE-05 W.6680E+03 3o2293E T€ -?.5657E*qlZo9T27E*02 k.3915E*03
_7 2.99YOE+O_ -9.522qE-06 _._883E+0_ ].2252E+02 -2._2_E+O1 2.9809E*02 _._770E €68 09E Lx -2.1717E-054oB986F+03 3o 2 6E+G2 3618E+01 Z. 62 _O2 k 505 09 gqO H  -8.8 92 -6_23E_ 01 02 o30_E Ü| 2.98_7Ex 4.62kOE_03
7_ _.3qouE Dx -8.8Tq2E-05_._23E+03 3.219_E_02 -2o2935E | 2o9900E àt„z gB59 +O2 tog_66E-O_ 7 _,qE+03 7Z + .3007E+31 2.9872E_02 _.6990E 42 ?o980_ äx q._85OE-0567 2E+03 . 37 Z3t_ gt Z 90_ +O? o77_ +03
73 3.08_?E äH| -6.6_0_E-05_o192_E äx _.2017E_02-1._739E+01 ].O_XE*02 _._8_0E+03
7W 2._330E*02 [o2691E-0_ 3.gq3_E+03 3o198_E L€ -t.3_T9EegEXoO&E6E*02 5o0000E <5 3 tT63E+02 -5o93qS O5 5.G18g O_ _.2501E+02 -1.1655E àx 3o133_E,02.?500E-v3
?_ 3. tT62F x -7.300kE-055.6151E ä| 3.ZS_TELx -1.OSo_E+gl].1761F à  _.5000E+03
TT 3ot_2E'02 -T. ZOOkE-05 6o5151E äx 3.281kE*02-1.GSL6E*gt X. t762E+OZ 5.515tE+03
78 ].0809E | 5.3516E-06_.0705E+0_ 3.2290E,02 -9.TP_2E Ü| _.t_59E+025o7500E+03
79 3.079ZE*02 3o2k59E-05 6.1162E*OX _.1600E L| _7or-_TSEØ| 3.0836E*_26.0000E  80 o10_2E P| -9.8328E-06_ _915 +03 3. _3Z  h -¢.ORE Üx 3o0_5gEäx _.2500E_ 3
81 3.05&TE äx 8.0827E-OZ_.1598E à| 3.ZkOTE_O_-_. 063E*_ , 3.1006E à  6 5000 +03
82 3.029_E+02 5.3622E-OT 2.8607E+03 3.1310r. P| -2.9_70_.90]._IO_E+02 6.TSOOE+03
83 3.03ZTE+02 5.5623E-OT 3.OOq6E_03 3.1Z_ZE+02 _.G77_-_3 " "'_3E àx 7.0000E+03
8_ 3,058_E*02 7._825E-07 _,DgZSE*03 3.1113E_02 ¢ 1_06E$00 _,_$27E_07 7.2500E*03
85 3oI385E+O2 1.0058E-05 7._69E+0_ 3.101_E+02 _.3610E_0 3.z_50E+02 7.5000E*03
_6 3.173_E_02 -2.T373E-65 t.q3kqE èx 3.Oq16E_027.2396E_80 3.1_9E*02 ToTSOOE \÷\X´o173_E H| -ZoT373E-O57.q3_gE*O_ _oOflkkE*G2 8 895_ 0 ]o 73_E Ü  7oQ _g +03
88 3.173_E-02 -2.6627E-05 7oq330E+03 3o0819E Ü| qoO3_lEtgO3.1792E+02 8oOOOOE+O3
89 3,0555E+02 7.8202E-_6 9o3292E_03 3.OT21E_02 TokSTTE+_O 3.1_66E Ü| 8.2500E+03
90 3,0090E è| _,lqdOE-061.O0_TE+Ok 3,0622E+02 _.TOgqE_OO ]olOq3E àx 8oSGOOE_ . 983 |8._0_5E+03 . 5 _ *OZ 2 71_O + G %07 S _02 8.7500E+03
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1 3.]753E*02 -6._kSE-05 1.638qE*02 3.3816E x -2.3T46E Ð| 3.357qE*02O.
2 3.37_E+02 -8,5125E-05 1.56_2E*OZ 3.3811E+02 -6.3930E-01 ],3?kTE+02 1.3_OOE+G2
3 3.37_2E+02 -e.5125E-05 1.5652E*02 3.3ROkE*02 -_.2T_RE-ql 3.3752E*02 1.5652E+OZ
k 3.]69_E+02 $.9365E-0_ 2._54TE*07 3.3rgOE*02 -6.2028E-91 3.3728E+02 2.0950E*02
5 3._69_F*Q2 1.gk36E-05 ?.R_37E*02 3.3T67F_02 -T.36k6E-_1 3.36qkE+02 2.R600E*02
6 3o369qE_02 _.2_05E-05 3.2507E_02 3.37_6E Px -5.126?E-013.3?0_E.02 3.5950E t87 .3_91E+0_ 3 5969 0 T_ O_ . q _02 .T.qSOOE-O_ Tkq_* _o3300 xè8 . 733 Q 5 1 93 6 3 + k + 8.680gF-qI 831 _02 5.03 .02
9 3o3_TkF+02 _.06691E-05 3o09q?E_02 3.37_kE_02 2.130_E_0 3.3qSTE èx 5.7_00E@10 .8169E_02 -5._072E-06 ._30_E_0_ T53 _ 30 +O0 _18_ *0_ 6.6_00E*02
11 3.338EE*02 1.8_5TE-06 -1.1628E*QO 3.3TS?E àx 6.?q53E Üx 3.kk39E*02T.5_OOE*O2
12 3.6QOSE t -1.T262E-05 1.712_E_03 3.3T_SE_02 q.OT38E_PO $.k652E*02 8.2700E*02
13 3o_306E+02 3.5159E-05 5.011_£*0_ _.3777F+O_ 1.13_kE+gl 3._856E+02 9.0000E*02
1_ 3.5189E P| -1.631_E-Ok1.053_E_03 3.3T2?E*02 1.30_92_01 3._032E*02 q.5550E  5 23_ x -6.kkgTE-051183 * . Z8 +02 _310E 15q +02 1 011 L6 6393 +02 -1. TT88E-O7 9 817 d 3 _ 5 7_ *_ 52 0 96 +0_
1_ 3._258E+D2 -5.555TE-05 1.2066E,93 3.3TOkE+02 1.5505E,11 3o5255E+02 1.1810E+Q3
18 3.5258E+02 -5.555_E-05 1._066F+03 3.368TE+02 1.5715E+_1 3.5258E Ôx 1.2066E+03
19 3.52k1E*02 6. Ok26E°05 1.2851E*03 3.3659E*02 1._Sq_E#91 3.52_9E*02 1.2_TSE 20 35 2 TSO2 -&5 7512 08 6_0E_01 ].52_6E*02 _1_0 .03
_1 3.52_6E*02 3.6832E-05 1.2832E Ü| 3.3519E*021.?036E Øx X.B?B2E*021.3820E'03
E2 3.5325E+07 1.57T9E-O_ 1.k111E*03 3.35k3E+02 1.RO_E_91 3.53_9E+02 1._500E+03
23 3.5557E*02 -Z. 8650E-O_ 1.5622E_03 3.3_3E_02 2.0013E_01 3.5_7_E Øx 1.5085E*03
2_ 3o555TE x -2.R650E-O_ 1.5622E+03 3o3k1_E*02 2.1_30E*_1 3.555TE*02 1.5622E+Q3
25 3.5557E*02 -1°8_05E-0_ 1.5595E èx 3.3kOgE*022.1_T6E+_1 ].55_6E*02 1.56TOE*03
26 3.503_E èx k°TTSBE-951o9310E_03 3.33q2E*02 2.0572E+91 ].5_0E+02 1°_360E+03
E7 3.5_6_E_02 -6.1829E-05 1._305E*03 3.3390E ä| 1.887qE*_13.5278E à   7050 _03
28 3._922E+02 1.51_3E-0_ 1.8826E+03 3.33T3E*02 1.?065E*01 ].50ROE*02 1.7805E*03
29 3._925E.02 2.11_6E-0_ 1.RTSOE_03 3.3353E_92 1.ST98E Ø| 3,_933E_OZ1.8560E_93
]0 3.5051Et02 -1,29391E-0_ 2.00OZE_03 $.333_E*02 1.6kO3E+_l $._qT3E*O2 1.9225Et03
31 3.5052E_02 -6.0191E-05 2oOOTIE*03 3.3308E_02 1.?_19E,11 3.50_9_*02 1.9890E_03
32 3.5052E*02 -8.5191E-05 2.00?1E*03 3.32qgE*02 1.T525E*91 3.5052E*02 2.00TIE*03
33 3.5010Et02 6.5?86E-05 2.11k?E_O$ 3.32TSE*02 1.75T_E_91 3.5033E Ü| _.0560E*03
3_ 3.5010E+02 7._306E-05 2.1156E_03 3.32kkE*02 1.765TE*01 _.5010E_02 2.1230F+03
35 305078E*02 08.7009E-05 2.2_62E*03 3.323_E*02 10_130E_01 3050_7E_92 2.1860E_03
36 3.5078E*02 -8.ToogE-05 2._k_2E+03 3.3220E_02 1,8560E+01 3.50_8E*02 2.2_62E ˆ!7 . TRE,02 k 7159E-05 2 3R _ 19 * . 86 t_l 7 , wqOE+03
38 3._gTOE_02 2._220E-05 _._935E.03 3.3160E_02 1.8?60E*01 3.50k_E*02 2.3285E à"9 980E*02 Z. SlOTE-O5 2 OTI +03 . 1 * St_3 +3 _9q6 +02 kOAOE*03
_fl 3._qBOE_02 -5.0266E-05 2._816E_03 3.3106E_02 1.8_kOE+91 $._gRoE+o2 2._835E_03
_1 3._970E*02 -T. 3522E-C5 _.5061Et03 3._367C_02 1.86288_91 _._950E*02 2.5590Et03
_2 3._729E*02 5._922E-05 2.T630E ä| 3,3017F_021.8507Eeql 3.k66TE,02 2.52_5E ”%3 . 61k +02 1.50_1 - _ 3 0077 *03 _.29k6E %Üx 1.8309E*01TT   2 69 0 +03
_k 3._652E*02 2,6231E-05 2,9128E.03 _,_91_E Ø€ 1.79_9E_013,_?11E*02 2.T625E ð&5 , _6 t 3._1_9(-05 .6899 _03 3.2qoT tOZ 1.?60ZE*ql . 6_6 8350 _03
_5 3._663E*02 -_.1710E-05 2.q_SeE_O$ 3.2931E_02 1.T286E_01 3.k660E*O2 2.qlgSE L(7 _ ? ,9 58 03 . q _ O2 ,_ AS _ 3 02 .9_58 *03
_8 3._656E_02 -8.127SE-05 2.97_2E_03 3.29_1E_02 1._OT?E*ql 3.kS_OE_02 3.00qOE_03
_9 3._519E_02 8.556_E-05 3,1552E_03 3.2R83E_02 1.?025E*_I 3._Sq6E*02 3.0b_OE*03
_O 3.4509E*02 2,9169E-05 3.2039[_03 3.2806E*02 1._18oE_01 3.45_4Et02 3.130flE*03
51 3.4508E_02 1.881Z1E-O5 3.1999E_03 3.2?23E.02 1.?655E_01 3.4509E*02 3.2110E*03
52 3._51TE+02 3. qZ10E-05 3.2483E_03 3.2658E_02 1.8_58E_01 3.4524E_02 3.2920E*03
53 3.4437E_02 1.4372E-OS 3.0604E_03 3.254SE*02 1.91_3E_01 3._563E_02 3.3570E*03
5_ 3._485Et02 1.9401E-05 3._541E_03 3.2546E*02 1.9707_ql 3.4_25E-02 3.4220Et03
55 3._268E ì| q.83SZE-062,82_0E_03 3.25_E_02 2.06k?E_61 3._091E*02 3.4935E+03
55 3._GqkE_02 k.SkSOE-05 3._082E_03 3.283_E_02 2.17_2Et_1 3.kOOSE_02 3.5650E*03
57 3.5062E_02 -9,25qOE-05 30753_E*03 302_93E*02 203_61E_01 3.kg_gE_o2 _.6380E_03
SO 3.507_E+02 -5._b68E-O5 3,FO31Et03 3,2551E_02 2,k951E*01 $.50k6E_02 3,T110E*03
S9 30507kE_02 -S._SOE-OS 30Fe31E_03 3.2536E_02 2053?9E_01 3.50?kE_02 3.7831E*03
58 3050_5E*02 02.$68kE-05 30F?k3E_03 3.253kEt02 2.53q3E*01 3.507_E,02 3._915E_03
TABLE VIII. Parabolic fit to speed of sound plus wind component.
Direction of propagation is toward the west.
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61 3o5057E+02 -8+2807E-05 3.8_05E+03 3.2519E_02 2.5297E_91 3.50_qE_02 3.q720E#03
63 3.kBTgE+02 6.976kE-05 4.0_66E à| 3.2_3E+022o_40_E_ql 3okBR3E_02 k.O230E+03
_5 3._B56E+02 _.7645E-05 3. qTbOE+03 3o2_13E+02 2.461kE+91 3.kBq_E+02 k. O930E Ô6 . q20 8.0163 - k O985E+03 .2386E+02 5675E+_1 g_E,02 1630E+03
_5 3.519_E+02 -9._128E-05 _o3503E*03 3.2361E_02 ?.7071_+_1 3.506q_*02 _.234_E+03
6_ 3o5209E+02 -5.1832E-05 _.3865E*03 3o2335E+02 2.6k11£+01 3o51T6E+OZ k.3060L+03
68 3.5209E+02 -5o1832E-05 _.3865E+03 3.2295E*02 2.q138E+QI 3.5209E+02 k.386_E+03
69 3o5209L+02 1._018E-05 _._100E+03 3.2293E+02 2.9161E+31 3.5209E+02 ko3915E+03
TO 3.5219E+02 -_._250E-05 _.519_E+03 3.2252E+02 2.9632E+_1 _.5215E_02 _._?OE+03
71 3o5719E+02 -2.2250E-05 _o519_E_03 _.223TE+02 2.98_3E+81 _.5219E+02 _.519_E+03
72 3.5216E+02 5o3T62E°05 _.563_E_03 3,2226E+02 2oq_12E Ø| 3o5Z17E+02_.5505£+03
73 3o5211E+02 _.3507E-05 koSk91E_03 302201E ä| 3o03_0E*_3o5236E+02 _.62_OE+G3
7_ 3.38_5E+02 3o00_9E-05 2.5315E_03 3.21T2E+02 3.13_E*_1 3.5309E+02 _o_990E+03
?5 3°6_0_E+02 -_.1551E-06 _.39_9E+03 3.213tE+02 3o27_5E+_1 3o5_09_*02 _.77_9E*03
75 3o5_5E+02 3.560TE-05 k.llO?E*03 3.201?E*02 3o53q0£+_1 _.5_56E*02 _o8870E+C3
T? 3.5380E*02 2o9191E-05 _.6kTXE_03 3.1_8_E+02 3.75_9E+91 _._T_3E*02 5.0000E+03
78 3.6906E+02 -6.6597E°05 5.51_3E+03 3.2501E+02 3.9397E Øx 3.6k_lE+025.2500E+C3
79 3.690bE+02 -_._2_E-05 5.5128E_03 3.28_7E+02 _o05TOE+')I 3o6qOkE*02 5.5000E+03
80 3.6906E+02 -7._2_7E-05 5.51_8E+03 3.2819E è| koO8_?E+_l3.6905E_02 6.5128E+03
81 3o5893F+02 5.21_2E-05 6.08TSE ä| 3.22_0E+02k.1961E_l 3.6kBBE à  5o7500E+03
_2 3.5666E+02 3.1143E-05 6.1_69E+03 3.1600E_02 _o3332E+_1 3.Sq33E_02 6.0000E+03
83 3.5_90E+02 -1.1251E-05 6.5353E+03 3.1_3TE+OZ _o_615E+91 3.5899E_02 6.2500E_03
R_ 3.bOITE+02 °5.6639E-OT T.2008E+03 3.1_07E_02 _.SOZSE+Q1 3.59_9E+02 6.5000E+03
85 3.6013E+02 -9.09_3£-07 t.n_O?£+03 3.1310E+02 _.6_55E+_ 3.600_+02 6._500E_03
_ 3.6013£*02 -_.S202E-O_ _.'_._E+03 3._2E_02 4.8000E+Q1 3.6012E_02 ?.O000E_03
8T 3o6013E+OZ -B._ZO2E-OT ?.03_+0_ 3.1200E_02 _.q13QE+ql 3.6013E+0_ T.O32_E+03
8R 3.6013E+02 -T.OO63E-O? 6.9853E+03 _.1113E,02 _.Rg_3E+_ 3.6008E_02 7.2500E+03
89 3o6000E  P| -2+2931£-057.3_10f Ü| 3.101_E_02_.9809E+_1 3.sqqsE+02 _o5000E+03
90 3.5939E+02 3.8913E-06 7.9910E_03 3.0916E*02 _.O_61E_Q_ 3.596_E_0_ ?.?500E+03
_1 3.5939E+02 3.9095E-0_ _.9911E+03 3.0819E_02 5.1209E+_1 3.59_0E,02 8.0000E+03
92 _.6007E+02 -2.3_76E-0_ 8._812Et03 3.0721E+OZ _.2_51E+91 3.596_E_02 8.ZSOOE+03
_3 3.G2kOE+O2 -7._890E-00 1._10_E+0_ 3 0622E_02 5.37qkE_l 3.6002E+02 0.5009E+03
9_ 3.6026E+02 -2.9057E-06 R.8698E+03 3+_52_E+02 5.k_Sq£+_l 3.6022E+02 6._500E+03
95 3.6028E+02 -2.9057E-06 8.6698E+03 _.O_6_EtO2 5.559qE_01 3.6028E*02 6.8896E+0_




Tables IXa through XXc contain the tabulation of the com-
puted sound intensity on the ground and summarize the initial
:_ondition. Each Roman numeral table is divided into three parts;
a, b, and c. Part (a) contains the pertinent information appli-
cable to the sound source. Part (b) contains the sound intensity
on the ground as a function of the ray elevation at the sound
source. Part (c) contains the sound intensity on the ground as
a function of distance from the ground point beneath the vehicle.
The tables are grouped into three sets of four tables each.
i Tables IX, X, XI, XII are for the sound source at 955.5 m altitude
I
Tables XIII, XIV, XV, XVI are for the source at 1450 m altitude.
i
Tables XVII, XVIII, XIX and XX are for the sound source at 1989 m
altitude. In each set of tables, the direction of sound propaga-
tion is toward the north, east, south, and west respectively.
the sound pressure level as a function of distance from the
point below the source is shown in Figs. 8, 9 and 10 for the 955.5
m, 1450 m, and 1989 m source elevations respectively. The four
directions of propagation are shown in each figure.
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SOURCE PARAMETERS
SOURCE ALTITU_ = 9,5550E+02
X-COORD = O.
Y-COORO = O.
HORIZ RANGE = O°
VEHICLE AZIMUTH = ?,?15qE-O1
VEHICLE PITCH = -5.kSOqE*O0
VEHICLE YAH = O°
VEHICLE M_CH NO = 3.0095E-01
VEHICLE Z-VELOC TY = 1°0302E èVEHICLE XY ITY 6o251 pT (ZS) 8.3_qO +O0
DEW-POINT = 8.3kqOE+O0
C (ZS) = 3.3725E*02
P (ZSI = 9.0378E+02
SOUND RAY AZIMUTH PLANE = O°
TABLE IXa. Parameter for sound sct=-ce at 955.5 meters
altitude, northward propagation.
PHIZ RADIUS TIME FOCUS FAC SNO PRESS(qR)
-8.5871E_01 1.03kZE+02 2.8373E+00 6.7122E-01 1._366E*qZ
-2.628kE,01 108896E \Œ 6.OTi6E+O090_039E-01 1.1989E*_2
-1.2823E*01 3.5560E+03 1.0508E+01 k.ITZZE-Ol 1.11_55+]2
-8.08_E,00 4.9619E+03 1.k37TE,01 _.O054E-01 1.O/T9E,_
-5.9064E*00 5.39SSE*03 1.8378_*01 1.4958E_00 1.1131E,92
-_.8616E+00 T._963E,03 Z.2020E*01 2.5259E+00 1.1198E,92
-_.3155E*00 9.IT29E*03 2.5162E_01 3o5_3_E*00 1.1205E*02
-k.O666E;O0 1.O3O3E+O_ 2.9333E*01 _°3_11E+00 1.11ROE_q2
TABLE IZb. Sound conditions at the ground as a function
of ray inclination. Source at 955.5 metere,
northward propagation.
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SUMMARY FOR AZIHUTH OF O.
R FOCUS FACT SND PRE__S (I_B)
1.O000E4"G2 O. O.
1° 0000E4'03 6o g633E'O 1 1°2kTTE_.02
2° OO00E'_03 q. OgT3E-01 i. 1q27E4-02
3.0000E+03 6° 3200E-G 1 1° 1k16EO.P.2
k. 0000E4"03 _° 5311E-01 1. 1022E4"02
5° O000E4"O._ _. Z966E-O1 1°0_05E+02
6.0009E+03 1. L936Eq'O0 1. 1091E+02
7°0000E+03 1° ?T_SE+O0 1° 1175E+02
$° OOOOE'_03 2. T55"fE+O0 1° 120kE4'02
9° O000E_'03 3° _125E4.00 1. 120TE_'02






TABLE IXc. Sound conditions on the ground as a
function of distance. Source at




HORIZ RANGE = O°
VEHICLE AZIMUTH = T.2159E-01
VEHICLE PITCH = -5°kSO9E_O0
¥EHICLE YAW = O,
VEHICLE HACH NO. ffi 3,0095E-01
VEHICLE Z-VELOCITY = 1.0302E+Q2
VEHICLE XY-VELOCITY = 6.2512E,00
T (ZS) = 8°3kqoE+o0
OEW-POINT = 8.3kgOE+O0
C (ZS) = 3,3725E*02
P (Z$) = 9°0378E_02
$9ONO RAY AZIHUTH PLANE = 9°0009E_01




PHIZ RAOIU$ TZHE FOCUS FAC SNO PRESS(gB)
-3.513ZE+01 6.3284E+01 2.8300E+00 1.1Zl_E+O0 1.5015E+0_
-?.6399E+01 2,21_6E+03 7.3T25E_O0 5°846_E°01 1.1620E_OZ
-1.9269E+0_ _.3525E+03 1.3298E_01 1.1538E+00 1.13536_fl_
-1.78Z3E+01 5.9980[+03 1,8_I2E*01 5,t897E+O0 1o1??5E_9_
TABLE Xb, Sound conditions on the ground as a
1unction of ray inclination. Source at 955.5
_eters, eastward propagation.
SUHNARY FOR AZINUTH OF 9.0000E_01














_.4000F 04 Oo O.
1+5000E+04 O. O,
TABLE Xc. Sound conditions on the ground as a
function of distance. Source at 955.5 meters,
eastward propagation.
• ..... .+_ _ _ ,Im,.r.. .... mb,._-. "_
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SOURCE ALTITUDE = 9,5550E+OZ
X-COORO = Oo
Y-COORD = O,
HORIZ RANGE = O.
VEHICLE AZIMUTH = 7.2159E-01
VEHICLE PITCH = -5.4809E ÜI YAW O,
VEHICLE MACH NO. = 3,OOqOE-0%
VEHICLE Z-VELOCITY = I.0302E_02
VEHICLE XY-VELOGITV = 6._512E+00
T (ZS} = 8.3_qOE*OO
5ZW-POINT = 8.34qoE PC (ZS) 3 725 àÜP 9.037_ *02
SOUND RAY AZIHUTH PLANE = $,8000E4B2
TABLE XIa. Parameters for sound source at 955.5 meters,
southward propagation.
mm
PMIZ RAOIUS TIME FOCUS F_C SNO PRES3¢O8)
--6.5710E+01 3, T660E+OL 2°8361E+00 1°9059E+00 t°5701E+02
-2.61_5E+81 2.0978E,03 T.OY76E+OO i.lB78E_OO i. tq6qE_Q2
TABLE Xlb. Sound conditions on the ground as a function
of ray inclination. Source at 955.5 meters, southward
propagation.
................. .. ...,.,,...---- _ _ ,,,._.%. - . . o • _.4: ......_ z_ ,,__ ."-__ _-'_t_.__" _ "_........ _.... _' " " "_-:---_":_'-_'-"_ "_"_"_'-'_'-:" _" ' '_'" "_"""-'_ .......
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TABLE XIc. Sound conditions on the
ground as a function of distance.




SOURCE ALTITUDE = 9.5550E+02
X-COORD = O.
Y-COORD = O.
HORIZ RANGE = O.
VEHZCLE AZZMUTH = T.2159E-01
VEHICLE PITCH = -5_809E+00
VEHICLE YAH = O°
VEHICLE HACH NO. = 3.00qSE°Oi
VEHICLE Z-VELOCITY = 1.0302E+02
VEHZCLE XY-VELOCITY = 6.7512E+00
T (ZS) = 8.3490E+00
DEN-POINT = 8.3490E*00
C (ZS) = 3.3775Ee92
P (ZS) = 9.03TSE+02
SOUND RAY AZIMUTH PLANE = 2.7000E+02
TABLE XIIa. Parameters for sound source at 955.5 meter_,
westward propagation.
PHIZ RADIUS TIME FOCUS FAC SNO PRE_$(_q!
-6.5886E • 7.6880ET• 2.8373E+008.9837£-01 1.4750E+02
-2.6069E+01 _+T516E+03 5.8612E_OO t.3110E_O0 l+2199E+02
-1.0151E+01 3.001qE+93 q.2042E+OO 3°1213E+00 1.2106E+8_
-1.0151E+01 6°168_E+0_ 1.?952E_02 1.8281Et01 1.0250E+02
-1,0lYrE+g1 1.2036E_05 3.kq83E+O2 2°8868E_01 9°66?5[+91
-1°0151E+01 1.PDO3E+05 5°2015E_02 3.k466E_01 9.5999E+01
2._09E-01 _.31291E+03 1.2892E ˆ 2.5396Ep• I°3103 _gZ
2._kODE-01 1,2931E )\Œ 3.8673E+011°2349F+03 1°3436E+02
2.4409E001 2.15621E+04 6.44_4E_02 2.36TOE*03 103275E+OZ
2.4409E-01 3.9186E+94 9.0235E+01 3.3406Et03 1.3132E*_2
TABLE XIIb Sound conditions on the ground as a functlon
of ray !ncl_natton. Source at 955.5 meters, southward
propagation.
_j._.. '='+',-L++ + ,+,,+.... i: - "-+_"'"+++"_ ........ . _....... _..I__','++ =,,p.............v_ >-+- -_- ...........................= _ - _ =...... _!............ +..... +'-"+'++_"_',r.... ---
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SUMMARY FOR AZIHUTH OF 2,7000E+OZ
R FOCUS FACT SNO PRESS (DR)
1.0000E ˆ q.O_O?E-Ot1._526E ¤Lo0000E `ˆˆ 1.2621E+02
2.0000E \„ 1,6590E+00%,?_qOE+O_
_.000_£+03 3°1099E+00 1°2109E œ°O000E `Œ 3o3776E+OQl°189_E ”XE OOOE d  3. 5„ _°3698E6. 0E tˆ _,k976E\  1.36 7EäT pˆ 5°6 5E äTˆ 1.3631E+02
_.0000E ¸ | 6.TT?SE Tˆ 1.3595Et9 lˆ 7oq175E+02l°3560E+OZ
t°OOOOE+O_ 9.DSZ4E \ˆ 1°352TE+02
1°1000E `„ 1°0197EPˆ 1.3_96¸!.20 8E+04 1.1337E X  l 3_66 €.3 +0_ °2_8_ +03 1°3_39E @_OOOE+O_ 380 „ 1,3_18EI°5 00 5119 l°3 qPE+02
t,8000E „ 1°9065E+03!°3340E .9 9 ¸ „ Z,O380E+03 1. 2Z +02
2°O000E+O_ 2.t695E+03 !°330_E+02
Z°IOOOE+O_ 2,3010E+03 !°328TE ˜l2 2000E+0_ _._245 1°3270E+02
2.3000E+0_ 2o5376E+03 _._251E ”°_O00E+O_ °650_E+03 1 3 33 +02
2°7000E hˆ 2.gqO2E`ˆ 1._183E8 _ +0_ 3°103_E+03 1,3168E+0_
3°OO00E dˆ 3°3296E\ˆ 1°3138E+02
3°tOOOE dŒ l°Q353ETˆ 1°0602E!.2 !lŒ 1,0612EXˆ 1°0585EÜ!,3000E+0_ 1.08TOE T   69 "_G "hˆ t t128 „ 1.0553Eh#.5 #hŒ 1.1387EŒ 1°0538E,$6 $dˆ  _5  t°052_E ð$? 00E+O_ t. igG3E \ˆ´%8 °2162 \Œ 1°0_95Ex&9 &lˆ  2 20ˆ 1 _8<'_ O0 'lˆ 1°267   . _'k°l OO    0 9_7  zoO456 Ä( (   1°319   . _Eˆ) )    .3_53  I°0_2EL*4 *l•  0 1Ø   . k O •+_O_ 3970   _, 0 Ô+" + Œ  .k 9E˜,T ,   1. 87E•  3 7 -t _ 5 55E  $..    °5 0_  l J36ä.5 0    52 2 _011,0356E À0T ,BLE XIIc. Sound condition on the ground as a function
of distance. Source at 955.5 meters, westward propagation.




SOURCE ALTITUDE = 1.4500E 8X-COORO Oo
Y-COORD = 8o
HORIZ RJNGE = U°
VEHICLE AZIMUTH = 7.2159E-91
VEHICLE PITCH = -8+_755E_00
VEHICLE YAN = O.
VEHICLE HACH NO. = 3.7961E-01
VEHICLE Z-VELOCITY = l°28_gE_OZ
VEHICLE XY-VELOCITY = 1o6284E_01
T (ZS) = 5.4900E+00
OEH-PCINT = 5.4900E_09
C (ZS) = 3o35_3E+OZ
P (ZS) = 8°5600E_02
SOUND RAY AZIMUTH PLANE = O.
TABLE XIIIa. Parameters for sound source at 1450 meters,
northward propagation.
PHIZ RADIUS TIME FOCUS FAC SNO PRESS(9B)
-8.SBkGE+01 t. S185E \• k.3105E t•1.396_E*02
-ko588_E+01 1,4_43E+03 50928_E_00 903068E-01 102212E_02
--206O9kE+01 301087E+03 9.823_E*00 6o0622E-91 101366E_OZ
-200121E x• k.53_)6E_031o3517E_01 300063E-02 9073_1E+01
-1+6643E+01 5o8161Et03 1.7093E t¤ 60_202E_01,,06_6Et02
-1._99_Et01" 6.9711E+03 2.0267E_01 1°32_1Et00 1.1003_02
-1.3647E_01 8.ZB63E+03 2°4205E h• 2.1597E+00t.1055E_02
-t.329ZEtOl 9.7713E_03 2+8079E.01 Z.856_E+OD l.tOk_Et92
-103015E+01 1.1041E+0_ 3.1536E_01 3.kZO_E_O0 101C16E 0,I.2665E l• t._kggE_O_572 9976EtO I.og76E_02
-1.2798E_01 1.3_16E_0_ 3.8582E hŒ _°35_8Et001o0945E+92
TABLE XlIIb. Sound conditions on the ground as a function of
ray inclination. Source at 1450 metors, northward propagation.
1971004606-053
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8.0000E*03 1.9315E*00 1.1050E <9. _03 2 kGOGE Œ 1.1054__?
10 O000E*O4 20 9582E*00 101041E+02









TABLE XIIIc. Sound cnndittons on the
ground as a function of distance.
Source at 1450 meters, northward
propagation.





SOURCE ALTITUDE = 1.kSOOE_03
X-COORD = O.
Y-COORO = O.
HORIZ RANGE = Oo
VEHICLE AZIRUTH = T.2159E-Ot
VEHICLE PITCH = -8°6755E_00
VEHICLE YAH = O.
VEHICLE MACH NO. = 3.Tq61E-01
VEHICLE Z-VELOCITY = 1.28kgE_92
VEHICLE XY-VELOGITY = 1.628kE_01
T (IS) = 5._900E •OEM-POINT kgOOE_O0
C (ZS) = 3.35k3E ¤P IS) 8 5600 t02
SOUNO RAY AZZHUTH PLANE = 9.0000E °œTABLE XIVa. Parameters for sound source at 1450 meters,
eastward propagation.
PHIZ RAOIUS TIRE FOCUS FAC SNO P_ESSfOB)
-8.6758E_01 7.5650E_01 k.3112E*O0 1.3880E_00 1._939E_02
-_.6605E401 1.3952E_03 8.0593E*00 8,gkT2E-Ot 1.Z230E_2
-2.8188E,01 3.235kE XŒ 1.0718E_91t.kTT6E-Ot 1.0718E_O_
-2°3280E lŒ _8398E_0310526TE_01 1.6965E_O0 l.lk_8E_OZ
-2.1505E h• 603747E_031._72TE_01 5.819?E_00 t.lt2_E_2
-2.0802E h• T.9512E+032.k350E+01 2.3586E_01 1.21_0E+52
TABLE XIVb. Sound conditions at the ground as a function of
ray inclination. Source at 1450 meters, eastward propagation.
1971004606-055
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SUHHARY FOR AZXNUTH OF 9. O000Et01
R FOCUS FACT SNO PRESS (DR)
1.00gOEs02 lo3Z93E+OO 1.kT_OE_02


















TABLE XIVc. Sound conditions on the
ground as a function of distance.




SOURCE ALTITUDE = 1._SOOE_O3
X-COORD = O.
Y-COORD = O.
HOPIZ RANGE = O.
VEHICLE AZINUTH = 7,215qE-01
VEHICLE PITCH = -8.675TE YAW O,
VEHICLE MACH NO. = 3,Tg61E-Qi
VEHICLE Z-VELOCITY = 1,2849E äVEHICLE XY V I 62 _E tT (ZS) 5o4900 D W-POINT .k OO „C 3°75_3 P S) 8 5600 ”SOUND RAY AZIMUTH PLANE t. 000Et 2
TABLE XVa. Parameters for sound so.rce at 1450 meters,
southward propagation.
PHZZ RAOIUS TIRE FOCUS FAC SND PRES_(qB)
-_°5_08E hŒT  k.3106E d”lŒ t.SkT3E*q2
-k.6600E+Ot 1.3053E_03 5.q_OSE_O0 t.OT31E hŒ 1.2367E_02
-2.5_09E_01 3.90t6E \” lo0236E_011.1390E lˆ 1.16TOEÄ$1 67_1 _,5391E*03 1.k_50Et01 , 20 hŒ _,1303Eˆ%08_F   6.6 47 +032 0936 +01 TT 3 -01 _,0171E è'TABLE XVb. Sound conditions on the g_ound as a function of
ray Inclination. Source at 1450 meters, southward propagatiu,'.
1971004606-057
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SUHN_R¥ FOR AZI_UTfl OF 1.8000E_02
R FOCUS FACT SND PRESS (O_)
loO_OQE_02 2.0413E+00 1o_880E00qE+03 to318 Xˆ 1.?6qOE+02
2.0000E ˆ 1.1001E\ˆ !._009EÄ3 dŒ lo13qOE+OO1°1672E ˆ_ O000 +03 1°126FE ˆ 1o1_18E+02
5.0000E • 9.1_69E-011°113kE+02














TABLE XVc. Sound conditions on the
ground as a function of distance.
Source at 1450 meters, southward
propagation.




SOURCE ALTITUDE = 1._500E+¢3
X-COORD = O,
Y-COORO = O,
HORIZ RANGE = O.
VEHICLE AZIMUTH = T,2159E-01
VEHICLE PITCH = -R,6T55E+O0
VEHICLE YAH = O.
VEHICLE HACH NO° = 3. Tq61E-Ot
VEHICL. Z-VELOCITY = 1,28_qE_87
VEHICLE XY-VELOCITY = 1.62RkE+Ot
T (ZS) = 5._qOOF+O0
DEW_POINT = 5,_900E è!C (ZS) 3o35_3r,02
P (ZS) = 8.F60OE_02
SOUND RAY AZIMUTH PLANE : 2.?O00E+OZ
TABLE XVla. Parameters for sound
source at 1450 meters, westward
y.r opa ga t ion.
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PHIZ RADIUS TIME FOCUS FAC SND PRFRS(OB)
-8._908E+01 1.3558E+02 W.3101E Œ T.68hTE-O11.klB9E+O2
•-_.6692E+01 1._69_E TŒ 5.825_E_001.0901E+00 1.2332E+92
°2.W_lOE+01 2.9221E+03 9.4791E+O0 1°3555E+00 1.1T69F+97
"1.5432E_01 _.1743E+03 1.2T6BE+01 I°q2TTE_O0 1.1612Ee0_
-1°5_32E+01 W. OSO3E+OW 1._191E+02 l°7T24E-01 B°5953_91
-1.5W32_+01 7.T_33E+O_ 2°310WE+02 1o?X23E lŒ 9.02_9E+01
-1.5_32E dŒ 1°1_06E+053.4017E_02 2.6712E+00 8°SBOSE+01
-1°0115E+01 5,2517E+03 1.5721E+01 3°1005E_00 1,1619_+_Z
-1.9115E+01 5.261_E+0_ 1._43TE+02 5°66_3E+00 9,8790E+Q1
-1°0115E+01 9.9975E+0_ 2.q303E `Œ 1°0652E_019.595TE+01
-l°91JSE+01 1._734E+05 _,3168E+0_ 1.3_12E+01 9°3590E*01
-5.88qSE+O0 6°5951E+03 1°q_60E+01 5,3660E+00 1.16_9E+02
-5°fi$95E+O0 2°191flE+0_ 6°_hOTE+01 k.Sk_hE+O1 1.1577E @`_6 *00 3 T2_l *O 1.0935E pˆ 1.0056E+02428 +02
°5._95E*00 5°256_E ˆ 1°_h30E+O21°_380E+02 1.128_E+02
°3°_951E+00 7.7T51E+03 _.7779E_01 _°9OO_E+O0 1.1782E+02
-3._951E+00 2._538E+0_ 7°_Sq3E_01 1°0400E_01 1.0T71E_
-3°4951E+00 k. 3302E \Œ 1._6hlE+021°1367E+01 1.0351E+0_
-3°4951E+00 6.106BE+Ok 1.T82_E_02 1°1606E_01 1°0061E+9_
-1°7381E+00 6.Sh39E+03 2.5_g6E d• 2,1836E+011.201hE À_ _ 2° O03E+Ok 8 1549 +01 T._2T_E+01 15_E „_ _ T163 O_ 1 373b C2 l°06T6E+02 2 9 +97
-1.7381E+00 6.632_E+0_ 1°_306E_2 1.2357E_02 1°1017_+_
-1°_1_E-01 9. T82_E+03 _.8_51E+0I 2.796_E+02 1.303kE DÐ÷DÐðŒ -1._416E-012°9_93E+0_ $°_763 1 3 28B2 _ 3 ° 1_6 _2
-1°W418E-01 h. e203E d• l°k30?EhŒ 7.8kB3Et031.30TgE_92
-1,_418E-01 6,891kE+0_ 2.GOZgE+02 1,2636E+Ok 1.29_3E+]2
1.767_E_00 1.0315E TŒ _°q956E+01701677E+01 1023qTE+02
10F672E+O0 209_55E+04 605657E+01 100683E+02 101656E_2
1.7672E+00 k.$596E+Ok 1+k136E+02 1.30_?E+02 1.1310E+_2
1°7672E+00 6°7T36E+O_ 1.qTO6E+02 1.6081E+02 1.1055E+92
3.2666E+00 1°0052E+0_ 2°9217E `ˆ 6.TZ_tE-011°050kE+02
3°Z666E+O0 2.8012E+0_ 8.1583E+01 6.6326E_00 1.0_95E+02
3.2666E+00 k. 5971E+Ok _.339_E+0_ 1.0230E_01 1°0253E+0_
] 3,2666E+00 6°3930E_0_ 1._632E+0_ 1,2151E_01 1°60_12+02k°lk95E+O0 9, TgO$E+03 2.ShTgE+01 2.801kE+00 1°103_E+0_
4°1495E+00 2.6998E+Oh 7.8726E+01 2.6277E+00 1°0125E+02
4°1495E_00 k. k28kE+Ok 1. ZBgTE+O2 2.2095E+00 9.621hE_91
4.14qSE+O0 6°lh11E+O_ 1.7922E+02 1.8185E+00 9.2513E+01
h°T_gkE+O0 9°5939E+03 2.7925E+01 3.5_15_+00 1°1153E+02
k.?79_E tŒ 2.528kE+Oh7.6718E+01 5.0697E+00 1°0434E+02
k°??9_E+O0 _02975E+Ok 1°2551E_92 5067kgE+O0 100056E+02
_,TPg_E+O0 509665E+0_ 10?k3OE+02 508042E_00 90780k(+01
503107E+00 806395E+03 2.5_qSE • 2.6256E+0110209_E*02
5.3107E+00 2°b526tE+O_ 7.1763E+01 3.2_1E+01 1.130kE+92
5°310PE+00 k°O212E+Ok 1°1773E+02 3°8689Et01 1.09h7G+92
5°3107E+00 5._699(+0_ 1°636qE+02 _.11_3E_01 1.0686E+02
1.0_08E+01 b°15_OE+O_ 1°2135E_02 9,_292E_00 1°0306E+02
l°OkO8E+01 8°826_E+0_ 2°5823E*02 1.k851E+01 9°8_R3E+O1
100kO6E+01 103_9qE+05 309511E+02 107_25E+01 905561E+01
TABLE ]C_Ib. Sound conditions on the ground as a function




PHIZ R_IU$ TIME FOCUS FAC SNO PR£S$(08)
1.0405E+01 l+81T1E+05 5.3200E*OZ 1.8856Ev01 9.32kSE_O1
1o0880E pˆ _o0660E+0_1.1891E+OZ 8.6611E+00 t.O28TE_2
1o0880E+01 8.6399E+0_ 2.530&E+02 t.3751E+01 9.833_E+91
1o0880E h• 1.3214E ˆ 3.8722EŒ 1.6kSTEtOl9.54_E „.0860E ´   1.TT88E Œ 5o 137E*021o7530E*01 3115K*01
1.1371E ´ Œ 3.gTOOE+O_ 1.16_9E h• T.667SE_O01.025_6+02
1.1371E*01 8._550E X• 2.kTgSEhŒ 1.2118E_01q.TgT3E ÔTIE+ 1o2931E `• 3.T940E+021.4_69E_01 9 5052B+01
1.1371E*01 1. T4OTE+05 5.1085E+0_ 1.539kE+01 9.2T4OE*01
1.187_E hŒ1.1_12E+02 TeO33TE_O0 1.0235E*02
1.18t_E+Oi 6.2T25E `Œ 2.4290E+021.1180E+01 9.T$13E*O1
1.1O?kE Œ 1.2652E+053.T168E_02 1.338TE+01 9.kgOSE*91
1.187kE+01 1.TO31E+05 5.0045E+02 1._26_E*01 9.2598B*01
1.2395E l• 3.80_9E\• 1.1180Ev026.kZ61E+O0 1.021_Et02
1.2395E_01 6.0932E `• 2.3T96E_621.0309E+_1 9.7651E+01
1.2395E+01 1.2377E+05 3.6411E*02 1o2382E_01 9.4756E+01
1o2395E+01 1.6662E+05 _902TE+02 1.3213E+01 9.2_STE_I
1.2936E+01 3.T26_E+O_ 1.0953E_02 5.6Sq1E+O0 1.0193E+02
1o2936E_1 7.917SE XŒ 2.3312E_029._952E_00 9.T_S_E*01
1.2936E+01 loZ109E,05 3.5672E*O2 1.1_3E+01 9._60_E+01
1.2935E+01 t.6300E+05 _.8031F_02 1.2232E+01 9.2312Ev01
1.3_9TE+01 3.5_56E+0_ 1.0731£+0Z 5.3255E+00 1.0171E+02
1.3kgrEt01 _.T45_E+O_ 2.28kOE+02 $.TZBkE+O0 9.T309E+01
1.3kg_E+01 1.18_5E+05 3._950E_OZ 1.0558E*01 9o_k_6E*91





SUMMARY FOR AZIMUTH OF 2oTOOOE+02
q FOCUS FACT ,_HO PRESS (O_)
1.0000E+02 O. O.
1.0000E+03 9.9380E_01 1,2¢;67E+02
2, OO00E ° „ 1.1979E TŒ 1.2046E3.O O +03 1° 3 11 +00 1.1759E+02
_° O00OE_-03 1.8_81E TŒ O0 E+03 2:_265 +00 1° 1623E+02
6o0000E+03 _° 36-"_4E+O0 1° 1653E+02
?.OO00E lˆ 6.9220E+001° iT20E_'02
8° 0000E.I'03 1.2412E Pˆ°_.O000E  € 8.6 54E ¨Z597E (tt O OE ´T695 X• 1.3012£41 z OO 4"O_ 3° _b_3 \„ i,30OlE 2 ´   3.0_62 +02 l°Z895E À3OO   € :Z.8281 PŒ 1,27q_.E.O-02
1._O00E hŒ Z°6101EXŒ 1.Z69_E L°50 p  2°3920    ,,2597E4-02
t,,6OOOE*O_. 2o 1T39E TŒ 1°2_qgE*02
1.7000E ° „ 1°9558E+07. 1.2e_QOE ˜8 
•¸ € 1.T37 T• J.Z299E$`°9 6 ¸ € 1o5197 2 19e}E   2 O000 o-O_ 1° 30 16E ¬ „ I.ZOP,2 $ä1 0E lŒ  0635E Ø¬ „ 1°60 ¬2 O 
 ¸Zk,T ° „  ,IR26E*02
2.3000E l• 7.3990E*011.1716E+02
 2.5000E¸ € _,.,133_E PŒ 1.13qOE ¼2o6000E h• 301907EX  1. 2_E+02
2.qOOOE 
l”1.3007E È3 O£ ˆ
ÄlŒ 3.1T86E°3118E •o1000E  ° € Z,,7527E TŒP!¢°260_ ° ˆ 20326R ?': 26E "30OO "´9009 •à"_ E+Ok, t,, e,750E  0"$oZST6 +02
3°5000E+0_ 1. O_.q:E ¬ „ 1°2'503E'i'92
3.6000E ¸ „ 6.2322E • 1.2252E(%TO@OE %hŒ 2.0558E TŒ l°17e_TE'ì%8C 9 
ä ¸ „ _5551 %° „ 1°13k,3E ´&9 &¸ € 5.8090 X• 1.115 E*.02
_.O000E 'Ä „ e,.5902E_-01 1.1028E_.02
_.IO00E 4(¼OOJ.SE L• 1,,03_SE*b2
k°2OOOE (¸ € 1°3763E*Oi 1° Ok,62E*02
_°30OOE À)¸ „ l.5620E4-01 1. O_gTE_.02
_o_O00E*O_ 3.1kOSE,l,01 1.0780E*02
_.5000E +¼ Œ 509152E \• l°'LO36E_O2




_.9000E_'Ok 70 202kE4"03 l°30_'tE*02
5°O000E /¼1356E XŒ 1.2960E*02
TABLE XVIc. Sound conditions on the ground as a





SOURCE ALTITUOE = 1.oAqOE+Ot
X-COOPD = 7.H523F_ R : _ a6oTE ÀˆHORIZ R_NGE 1 17_1E+02
VEPICLE AZIMUTH = 7.71_qF-01
VEHICLE YAW = O.
VEHICLE MACH NO, = _.56_0E-01
VEHICLE Z-VELOCITY = 1,522_E 4VEHICLE XY I 2 _4E+01
T (ZS) = 1.79_0E D!DEW-POIMT 07900E Ì"C _) 3 3708 +02
D (ZS) = T.o5OOE+OZ
i SOUNO ReY AZIMUTH PLANE = O,
!
TABLE XVIIa. Parameters for sound source
at 1989 meters, northward propagation.
1971004606-064
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PHIZ RAnIUS TIME FOFUS _AC SNO PRc_S(3n)
-2o1F_2E lˆ _,3kkaEŒ t,63&lE€ 9.59_0E-01l°10q_E h1,_RTF+01 6°5506E+03 1,QSB_E+01 9,sqgqF-01 1o 918_ ,,6011E 7 TSOO +9_ 2,Pq51E h„ 9.W_&_E-01,975°W371F+01 8o9273E „ 2,6106E\  q 1_Ot -01oO_?RE €.256 1 1490 ˆ 3,7_46P`„ 7,98e903 0 n_
-1,180TF+01 1,5596E+0_ _._75TE+01 q°310_E-01 1o0102E  •739E 6TIO OW &,7881 ˆ q,56_gE-01° 055 +17
TABLE XVIIb. Sound conditions on the ground as a function
of ray inclination. Source at 1989 meters, northward
propagation.
SUMMERY FOR ATIHUTH OF O,
FOCUS FACT SMO _R_SS (Dm)
1,0000E ´O.
_°OO00E+03 9.9205E-01 J,136_E È!5,000 E+03 o 5776E-01 1° 1586 5 .59 9 ,9996 _02
7°0000E+03 9o 5_38E-01 1.0R60E_02
I 8,0000E+03 9o3877E-01 1.0736E+02
q,ooooE+03 9,0992E-01 1,0621E+02
1.O000E+O_ 8,5371E-01 1,0_01E `&100OF l„ R°lSk2E-dt, 399 $'_O 7 qBk2E-Ot z°O31_F+qP
1,3000E+O_ 7o96_E-01 1.02_3E+07







TABLE XVIIc. Sound conditions on the ground as a function




SOURCE ALTITUDE = t,gRgoE+_3
X-COOQD : 7.4573E LY PD = q._&gTr ØHORIZ RANGE t.12qtE `VEHICLE AZIHUTH T 215Q -OL
VEHICLE PIICH = -1.1555E_1
VEHICLE YAW = O,
VEHICLE NACH NO, = W,56_QE-OI
VEHICLE Z-VELOCITY = t.522WE @ŒVEHICLF XY I 2. A&_ T {Z_) 1 7900 œD W-POINT ,7oOOF $÷¬d( F 3,33 8F+02
P (ZS) = 7.Q_OOE <SOUND _AY AZIMUTH PLANE g.OnOn_,Ot
TABLE XVIIIa. Parameters for sound source at 1989
meters, eastward propagation.
PHIZ PAOIUS TIME FOCUS FAC 5ND PRPSS(qq)
-8,57q5E*Ol 8.6583E Œ _,Q3OOE \Œ 1.6TSOEpŒ 1,ke_TE '5.7_5F ˆ 1.2366E+03T.O_16E '\Œ 1.GZ2?EhÀ(3o7916E l• 2,66Tg1,0144E (`Œ q,2219E-011.16qlF+l_
-2.8958E  € W.1056E \Œ 1,3935E lŒ 6.685_E-011.11&6E H*,_800 h• 5.512TZ+031.TqOOE `  1,2090 -01.0 _S +27qlE p  6,q31_EŒ _,2001E  9,72 kF-01, 875 +_2
-2,18k_E+01 _.3896E+Q3 2,526kE +dŒ 3.6205E_001,1279E  -TABLE XVIIIb. Sound conditions on the ground as a functlon





StJMMA_Y FOR A?[HUTH OF _.O000; M Fr)CUS F_CI <N*) P_ES _ (D Q)
t. OOOOE \„ 1,156qE+O01.2_3F+n2
2.0000E_03 a,6911E-01 1.195_E Ä















TABLE XVIIIc. Sound conditions on the
ground as a function of distance. Source




SOURCE ALTITUDE = t.aSaOE+03
X-COO_D = T,_2_E+Ot
¥-COORD = 8.46aTE_qt
HORIZ RANGE = t.t2MtE+Q_
VEHICLE AZIMUTH = 1.215q_-]t
VEHICLE PITCH = -t,15_FE+Ot
VEHICLE YaW = O,
VEHICLE MACH NO. = W,5650E-OI
VEHICLE 7-VELJCITY = 1,52_4E+02
VEHICLE XY-VELOCITY = ?,B&54E+01
T (ZS) = t.7qOOE_O0
OEW-POIPT = t,TqOOE+_O
C (Z_) = 3.3308E+02
P (ZS) = 7.£500E+07





PHIZ RAOIUS TIME _OCUS FAC SN_ PR_S(qB)
-8,5819_+01 6. ROSqE+01 .6,Q29_ dŒ 2,1223E+001°522qE_0_
-5,T_qgF+Q1 1,20_0E+03 7.06Z1E+O0 1.0657¢+00 1°2_ x&3.7259E 01 2.6 7q 1. 072 01 9 9_0E-01 t,lTl_E_OZ
-2°273_F+01 5,351_E PŒ 1,761TEŒ 3,35_9E-011.061TE È(0181E 6 T959 +03 2.18RIE+B1 l°GB23E+O0 ° 938 +_2
-1°9092F+01 9,2300E+03 2.qO77E+01 ?,O002E+O0 1.1_3_ ¼+TABLE XlXb, Sound conditlo_s on the ground as a function




SUPH_oY FO_ AZIMUIH OF 1._OD_E+9?




3,0000F+OX q. kSCZE-Oi 1.1_qlE_02
_.OOOOE+q3 _.1372E-Q1 1,1276E+02
_.OC30F+O _ _._DQOE-OI 1.qq35E+92
&.OCOOF+03 b, IOBIE-O1 l.OSWOr,q?














TABLE XlXc. Sound conditions on th_ ground as a function
of distance. Source at 1989 meters, southward propagation.
SOURCE PARAW_TEDR
SouPrP ALTITUDE : l.apqOE+_
X-COOeD : l._52XE+OI
Y-COOR_ = d._TE+Oi
HOPIZ RANGE = t.l?m!F+q?
VEHICLE AZTHUTH = Z°21_qE-Ol
VEHICLE PITCH = -1.1_5F+0i
VEHICLE YaW = O.
VEHICLE MaCH NO. = _,_&5_E-01
VEHICLE Z-VELOCITY = 1.527_E_07
i VEHICLE XY-VELOCITY = 2._6_hF+O1|
T (Z_) = 1.FqOOE \,OFW-POINT l°FqooE_O
C (ZS; = 3._308F_Z
P (FS) = F,oSOOF+O2
SOUND P_Y AZIPUTH PLANE = 2.700nE+OZ




PHIZ PAOIUS TIMF cOCU c FAC _Nn PpF_(_n)
-8.588_E+01 ?.05_9E+02 5.q2qoE+O0 6.q/P_-31 1.TTA_r+g2
-5.T_R_E*01 1.T377_+0] T.COT_F+OO _.ClS_OO X.23_2E+q2
-3.70_9E+01 2.5912E.03 o.7OTkE+O0 t.O_ZkE+OO 1.1735E,32
-2.6370E_01 k. glZ1F*O] 1.2q6?E_P1 I.u6GJE_O0 1.13_8E:32
-2,Q2QIE+01 5.2310Ft0] 1o61?_E_Ol I,IO?_E+O0 I,I17_r+3 _
°1.6332E+01 6._813E+03 l. aS15E+01 1.0_?F+OC 1.0q76E+3 _
-1.6332E*01 _.5_(7E_0_ 1.75?0E+02 1.1702E_00 Q.?2G?E+]I
-1.6332E+01 _._5_3E+0_ 2.5089E+02 Q.QS36F-O1 _.712_F+31
-1.6Z32F+O1 1._356E+D5 _.A65_F+q? _.?_QgC-Ol R,_O2_E*_I
-1.3_1_E+01 ?.5931E+3_ 2.PS61E*Ol i,12?2E+qO 1,08c7_+J?
-1.381_F+01 5.?01_E+O_ 1,5307E+02 7.2_61E-31 8.Qa6oE*_i
-I,381_E*01 9.6_6E+0_ 2._35_F_02 3.717hE-01 _.16qgE+]l
-1.19_7E+91 _.80P?E*_ _.sq26F+Oi Io1960E_0 !._722E+_2
-1,1g_TE+01 5._IE_E+O# _.?017E+02 I.I_8E+OO 9.0971c+11
-1.1q_TE*Q1 1.0752E+_5 ?o_32E+02 q°575&c-]l _.#MA3r+31
-1.igR7E+Ot 1o5688E+05 _._851E `„ 7._2_E-01_.0737r+01
-l. Oe26F+Ol 1.9177E+0_ 2.o62TP+01 t. C576E+O0 1.C585E+]2
-I.0826Et01 6.3856E+gW 1._603E*OZ 1.11_3E,3_ q._OS_E+31
-I.0826F+01 1,1758E+05 7._2W4_+07 q,f_i2F-Oi _,41_&E „÷„Üˆ -1.019TF*016.mS_E+O_ 2.000_5, 2 _.2_C1F+_0 q._lqTE+]t
-1.0107E+01 1._605E Tˆ _,6670E_Q26.O_E `€ _.I_°5c+31
-1.01qTE_01 i. R325E+05 5._?37E+02 6.gT_E+90 8._=G_C+ql
-q.gS7TE+O0 t._220E+Ok _.Ii22E+Ol 1.1012E_00 1,E_3_,c+]2
-q.q57TE „ 7,5918E*0_2.tg95E_O_ S._STOE+_O q.s3n'_+ll
-a,g_77E+O0 1.]T61E_05 _oqR77E Xˆ _.O02OE+O09.1_LC:'+31
-q.gSZZE+O0 i,q931E+05 q. T76OF+_2 9._915F+00 _._h_.: ä-9.9392E+00 _,8553 Oh l _]E_0 _ &Tn3E_3O q,E3?= _qt
-9,93q?E_O0 1,126_E+05 3.262qE+0_ 6.0363E*00 9,?_c_<*_1
-9.9_9ZE+00 t, T673E+05 F._SE_02 7.66_8F `ˆ _,q¢'_ 0#g g3q2 O0 2, kOQ2E+O5 6, 7_1F+02 _ 3972E*OO 8. _E+3i
q,qFOqE+O0 t,O876E+05 3.153?E € 9,3_&3E+90=,_-:_2E+II
q.9_O9E+O0 2,_159E+05 6,71_1E_07 !._q_6E*9; _.91QSE_]1
q,gqlOE+O0 1,0668E+05 3.095ZE+02 1.0808E,G_ _.5_6_+ql
9.gglOE*O0 t.666_E ˆ _._3_5_+021,27_0E_01 9,72_7_*_1
9.9910E+00 2.2660E \ˆ 6._T_TE*O_i.152CE*Ot 8. q_SE+Oi
1.0079E*01 _,6059E+Ok 1,3371E+02 T.GI_RE+O0 1.00_7E+37
1.0079E+_1 1.0_3_E+05 3.0306E+02 q.6637E+gO 9.51_qF+_1
1.0079E `Œ 1.6272E*05_.?2_tE+O2 t.I_O?F*Oi 9.20_*_1
1.0079E+01 2.2106E+05 6._17KE*02 1.2109E_01 _.96_2E+31
1.028_E l• _,5256E+0_1.31_5E+02 _.501kE,O0 9.65_qE*_1
1.028_E,01 1.0183E.05 2._87E,02 k._T82F,O0 9.203_E+51
1.026_E+01 1.58_1E,05 _.602qE*O? 5.56?GE.00 8.qt_lE+nl
1.02_kE*01 2,1_99E+05 6,2kTOE*92 6.0_15E,_0 8.68kkE,_l
1.052kE*01 _,_kPTE+O_ 1.2q29E_g2 5.Sk23E-O1 q.Ol_E_01
TABLE XXb. Sound conditions on the ground as a function of
ray inclination. Source at 1989 meters, w_stward propagation, i
1971004606-070
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PHIZ RADIUS TIHE FOCUR FAC qNq POESq(_)
I.0524E+01 q. g66_E+]w ?._qT_E_D2 I._B3GE_JC _.74_2E+_I
I.OL?WE+OI 1.5_RWE+35 t+.50?&_+O? %._qq&E+30 _,4_w_ l1 9524 01 2 1002 _5 6. I074F+02 2,24n6 _OG .2t43r.]1
1.075_F+01 4._ROIE+g4 1,2737E+07 2.2_06c-01 _.&472_*II
1.0753F*01 9.7_55E P„ 2._70E+027.5]?_E-32 7._6_2_+]1
t. OTS_F+01 t._1q1E+05 _._?O_E+02 Z.5367F-Dt T,60q2_*]t
1.07_5+01 2.0_°6E+_5 5.qqzTE+92 3.59E_F-Ol /.4glSE+1!
1.0°72F+01 _.XI73E+OW 1.25&IE_97 _.2] _ -01 9.092ZE+_1
I.OQT2F+9I I,_935E+05 4.3_R6E+02 7.30_ -Of 6.38_6E_11
1.0972F+01 2.92&3E+05 5.8qWRE+n_ 7.208oE-OJ 7.8114c+31
1.1183E+91 9. kS11E+O_ ?.7_I_E+02 1.1_O1E*O0 _.6R6_C_ql
1.1183E+G1 1,_70_E+05 h.?_38E+02 1.3_5_E*_0 _._62vc+)1
!,I_83E+01 1._926E+05 5._05qE+02 1.3g_#E*OO 5.11#qE+)I
_.13_Tr+q! _,?O&IE+9_ 1,22_E+02 9.gt_5E-O1 q.3170E+}1
I.!3_7E+0! q.7_7SE+O_ ?.72#4E+02 l,_q?lE+OO _._OOsE+gl
1.17_7F+0! I._OlE+OS k.22_S=+m2 t. TS_TE+]O 8.#RgSE+)I
1.1387E+01 1,363_E+g5 5.72_5E+_2 t._sgsF+O0 4.2_n_c+31
l.lSdSE+Ol W. t525E+gW I.?IOOE+O? i.O_05P+O0 q.m6ciE+_l
1.15_5E+0_ q._273E+O_ 2.6RQ_E+n_ 1.70_2F+90 _.86q6E+]l
!.I5RSF+91 1.%2q_E+O5 #.16qsE+_ ?.O]_2E+OO 8.c660_ Ô÷dÄL„ I.I58SE+OIt.q_FSE+_5 _ bW 2 02 2 16?9E_00 B 7?qlE+31
1.1779F+01 #.IO_E+3_ l.l_m_m+O? 1.6_06c-01 _.55o0E+]I
1,1779E+81 9.10_2E+0_ 2.6S75E+OZ 2.5_ESE-gl _OS_E+_I
1.177qE+O1 1._11_E+0S _.11_5;+_2 3.0_COF-3! 7.7_0_E_31
1.1779E+01 1_9116E+_5 5._795E+0_ 3.21_9E-31 _.51_?;+_I
1.2162E+01 4.0142E+)W ].]714_+0_ /.517_E-32 8.2_6qE_]1
1.2_62E+01 _,Sq_/E+]W P.sqBoE+oZ 1.1843E-_2 6.7_m3E+]l
1.216_E+01 1.3_75E+05 _.Oe_6E*O? ?.6_STF-Oe 6._I?#E+OI
1.216_F+01 t._655E+O5 S._SI_E+n_ _,o_?gF-O_ 6.z2nq_+31
1.2_6_E+91 _.q260_+0# 1.1_6qF+0_ _.37_P-O_ _.02_E+II
1.25_3r+01 8.6877E+_ 2,SkqSF+OZ t.2_b2E-01 7.78qkF+11
1.Z563F+01 i.3##qE+OS 7. q341E+OZ 2,25ZIE-Oi /._675c+3l
l. ZS63P+Cl 1.8211E+OS 5,m_7?E+O_ 7.7o52E-01 ?,&qmqF+]l
1.29mSE+Ol ],_3_IE+O_ 1,1228F+0_ _.1_66r-0_ _.OIA3E*II
1.2985r+01 _.5855E+0_ 2._E+02 _.06C_F-Ol 8,02#8E+qI
I.Zg_SE+01 t,3132E+05 3.A_60E+02 _.5205E-OI 7.R7_IE+OI
1._985F.01 I._T78E+05 5.7077E+0_ k,30?_E-Ol T.7075=+31
1.3h2gE*Ol 3. TS3SE+O_ t,oqqo_+O2 5.552_E-02 8.16_7E_31
1.3_29E_01 8.2879E+0_ ?._297E+92 2.Sn_gE-01 _.13_7_+01
1.3m95E+01 1°_515E+05 3.6T53E+O_ 3.876_E-_1 ?._6tTE+_I
1._895F+01 1.6938E+05 _.gT52E,02 _.89_7E-01 T._O_ZE,01
I._3TSE+Oi 3,5057E_0_ 1,052TE+02 1.3622_-01 8.Sq_?E+01




PHIZ R_IUS TIME FOCU_ FAr SNO PRF_S(_ n)
1.W_78E T„ 1.65_3E+g5_._6_5E „ _°22GgE-317._91E-31





SUHHAPY F_R ATTHUTH OF 2.7000E,q?
FOCUR FACT SNn P_ES_ (Oq)
1.OCOOF+02 O. O.
1.0000E_03 qo20_qE-01 1,253_E |2 + t 0388F+00 .1q_E*fl2
3.00]0_+03 1.06_2E Pˆ 1.16_3E_.O 0E_03 7 „ 1.13akE*n?
5.0000E,03 1._9_7E+00 1o1712E Œ6o0000E ¬O860E+O0 .1050E_02
7.0000E ˆ t.097_E Œ 1.Oq20¢+_Z
8.00COE \„ t.11FXE T„ ].Oq12E+02
q.ooooE+o? 1.1OG5E Xˆ 1.07q3E œ1 0000F X€ 1.0715E+bO].O6OOE `1  „ 1.O_6ZE„ 1.0507E$2 O_ t.O_O2E+OO 1,0_29E èIo3 ˆ 1o0677_„ 1.q371 ¨l 4 `„T„ 1.0317E lo5 0 04 02Q 00 02_9E_0_
 ]°7000E*O_t.lOT3E+q9 _.0153E ¼1.qOOOE_04 1.l qS ]O 1 05 +02
!.90GOE `„ 1.11JTFO058E_OZ
2.tO00F ˆ 1,tt61E+90q. q73]E Ð.20 _E `„ 1,118_E Xˆ Q,9337E ”÷”X„ _,3OOOE„ 1.1_06E ŒT€ o,R960E_t
2._030F `ˆ 1.1_7E+30q.85qgE_t
2.5000E+0_ 1.t2_qE+O0 q.8?5?E+Ot
2.6000E `„ 1o1271E+00_.7920E ¬.TOOOF ˆ 1.t2Q_E \ˆpoaOOOE+O_ 1.1316E+90 9 Zqk _t
2.qoooP Œ t°t338E„ q.6997_+01
3oO000F ˆ t.136OE+O0q._711E À!7.t OOE+Ok 1,138_E+00 6_35 H#_ 30 E #`„ 1,1_26Eˆ 9.SqOgE $_ OGE_ _ i.l_SE+O0 o_6 RE Ð$5 $pˆ 1.1_70E.90 9 14E*01
3.6000E+0_ 1.2801E \Œ q.s6_6E*Oi
3.7OOOE &\„ i.?382E+QOq.s?6_E,Ol
3.8000E+0_ 1,201_E+_0 9._qOiE è'o9 .I98qE 'X„ Oo_666E ¨(_,O OE (`„ 1.Z281E+90, 551 h).IOO +O_ 32C8 XŒ q._653E0*_OO `Œ _.1609ETŒ3 \o SV16E ´++O_ t._O95 ˆ 9._561E+01
_.7OOOE+O_ 8._68_E+00 1.01_3E+02
k.8OOOE_Ok 5.kgZOE XŒ q.qkT3E*ql
_.9000E_Ok 3.q562E T•T05,O00OE hˆŒ o.?50_E*01
T&BLEXXc. Sound conditions on the ground as a fuuction
of distance. _ource at 1989 meters, _tward propagation.
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SOUNDING FOR 31 JAN 1564
SOURCE ALTITUDE ! KM
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Figure 8: SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL 't
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SOUNDING FOR 31 JAN 1964
SOURCE ALTITUDE 1.5 KM
(FICTITIOUS DATA ABOVE 5 KM)
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Figure 9: SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL
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SOUNDING FOR 31 JAN 1964
SOURCE ALTITUDE 2 KM
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Fi_;ure 10: SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL




The following pages, numbered independently, contain a
complete listing of the program and the subroutines used. An
index to these is as follows:
Page
PROGRAM SOUND 0





SUBROUTINE RD MET 16
SUBROUTINE FIX MET 17
SUBROUTINE PARAB 19
SUBROUTINE INTRP 22






P_OGRAH SOUNO (INFUTtOUTPUTtPUNCH) SOUN O
]THLNS;ON _(231)_TH(750) SOUN 6
JIMENRION FFACT(253),FINTS(250) SOUN 10
COHMON/TR_J/NVEH_TIM(160)_ZVEH(lOOItA_ACH(lOO)tPCH(lOO)_V_W(lO0} SOON t5
X t ALON;(tuO)tALAT(IOO)_VFL(tSCItGAMHA_(IOO) SOUN _g




t TZ_Ot_HZRO_CZ_O_PZRO SOUN _S
DIMENSION AZS(BQI_RNGS(50)tXA(5)_YA(5)_ZRAY(_5) SOON 50
,]I_ENSInN PHI2(iO)_V2(IO) _OUN 55
COMMONITPACEIRDtRUtDRDDK_DRUOK,TO_IU SOUN 6Q
tU FORMAT (]ItO) SOUN 6_
_2 _O_HAT(IIEtZ,_) SOUN T9
t_ FOOHAT (i3X_t]E1Z,_) SOUN 75
C_LL RO TRAJ SOUN 60
3ALL PD MET SOUN 5_
CCCCCCCCCCCC_CCC _OUN 90
OEAO tO_NRAY SOUN 95
READ 1Z_ (ZRAY(1)tI=ItNRAY) SOUN 100
_EAD 10, NAPEA SOUN 10_
_£_3 t?, X_ SOUN 119
_EAO IZ_ YA SOUN 1t5
RE&O tZ,RSTEP SOUN 120
eEAO tft_N_FL SOUN t_
RFAD t2_ OZ_O_RFACT SOUN 130
CCCC_CCCCCCCf:CCC SOUN t35
I C LOOP ON VEHICLE LEVEL_ USEO FO_ _AYS SOUN t_O
30 199 IRAY:ltNRAY SOUN t_5
C SFT UP SOURCE PARAMETERS OF VEHICLE _OUN tSO
Z_=ZPAY(I_Ay) SOUN t55
CALL POSITN SOON 16Q
CALL FIXA<EA (AZV_tIAPEA_XAtY_,BAZS_AZStRNGSt_NGV) SOUN 165
P_INT 5 SOUN 170
5 FORMAT (_0 FIELD POINT OATA_/ SOON t75
1_9 X-Y COORD OF FIELU POINTS =) SOUN 1_0
PRINT 14,(XX(I),YA(Z)_I=itNA,TEA) SOUN 1_5
_ FO_MAT(_O RANGE AND AZIMUTH TO REACH LINE #ETWEEN FIELD POINTS_)SOUN tqO
PPINT2q SOUN 195
l_ 25 I = ItNAZS SOUN 2Q0
AZSD = AZ$(I) SOUN 205
25 _PINT 12 tAZSO_RN_S(I) SOUN 210
O0 180 J=t_NAZS SOON 215
FIRSTP = O. SOON 220
C LOOP OlX AZIHUTH ANGLES SOUN 225
C GFT_ V(I)=U(I)_G(I) FOR THIS AZIHUTH 50UN 239
AZSD=AZS(J) $ RRNGS=RNGS(J) SOUN 235
AZSS=AZSD/57.295 SOUN 2_0
00 52 I=I_NNET SOUN 2_5
C CONSTRUCTS PARABOLIC NOBEL FO_ VII) SOUN 250
52 V(I) = C(I) * SPD(Z) _ COSF(AZSS-(iSO, ° 0IR(1))/51.295) SOUN 255
CALL PARAB SOUN 260
DO 5k I=tt LCHAX SOUN 265 '
IF(IS- YYY(I)I58tS6tS_ SOON 270
t
.,, II II I llli_ll ill I I _ __I i _ l,,,liil lllllllll I I II llllllll IL_ I
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5w CONTINUE SOUN 275
5G J£=I SOUN 280
GO TO 60 SOUN 285
5_ J£=I-1 SOUN 290
60 CONTINUE SOUN ?_5
ZS= YYY(JS) SOUN 300
CaLL POSITN SOUN 395
PDINT 6it ATSD SOUN 310
61FOQMAT(_O SOUND RAY AZIMUTH PL&NE =_,Et2._) $OUN 315
VZQO = AA&(JS)  GGG(JS)_ (Z_-ZZ?(JS))_2 SOUN 320
IND:X SOUN 325
3_LL UIVDIF(ZS,YYY(JS-1)_CCC(JS-t)t_ANSttC_C°P_INU) SOUN 33_
IN_=_ SOUN 335
CALL DIV_IF(Z_tYYY(J_-tItUUUtJS-1)t_ANSttUPDtlDPtIND) SOUN 3_g
UZ_O =ANSt $OUN 3;5
VP = 2.'GGG(JS)'(ZS-ZZZ(JS)) SOUN 350
CZRO = VZ_O - UZR¢ _OUN _5
C PTCKS UP LAKuE_T V(I) ,GT. V(JS), J ,LT. JSt AND ASCFMOING HAXIHUNSOUN 360
C _(1) .ST. V(JR) SOUN 365
C INPUT OATA JS=LEVFL NO, OF SqURCE (A_ET OAT& LFVEL) SOUN 373
C V,I)_ U(I)t C(I) = FROH NET SOUNDING SOUN 3/5
L C LCHAX = NO. FOR TOP OF MET OATA SOUN 380
, C O.|T_JT I)ATA Vt = MAX V(I) .GT. V(JS) t I .LT. JS SOUN 3_5
! C PHI1 = CORFESP DHIZ VALUE SOUN 3_
C 1VI = LEVEL NO, FOR Vl, PHIt SOUN 395
C V2(K) : V(I) VALUFS AT HAXS I .GT. J SOUN 493
C PHIl(K) = PHIZ VALUES AT VZ(K) SOUN _05
C KMAX = TOTAL NO, OF _UCH HAX_ SOUN _10
C PHI2HA_ = PHIZ(KMAX) 5DUN _5
C VZ2 = V2(KHAX) 30UN _ZO
C VZ_3 = V(JS) SOUN _Z5
JM = JS-1 SOUN _30
JP = JS+I SOUN W35
VZ_O = VVV(JS) SUUN _0
qIG = _,0 SOUN _W5
I_t = 0 $OUN ;5_
DO 6w I=I_JM _OUN _55
VV = VVV(I) SOUN _60
IF(VV .GT. RIG162t6_ _OUN k65
62 RIG = VV SOUN _TO
IV1 = I SOUN _75
6W CONTINUE SOUN _9
IF(BIG .GT. VZRO) GO TO 66 SOUN 485
Vl = O, SOUN _90
IV1 = 0 SOUN _95
PHI1 = O. SOUN 500
GO TO 66 SOUN 595
66 Vl = BIG qOUN 510
PHI1 = ACOSF(CGC(JS)/(Vt-UUU(JS))) SOUN 515
6_ V_2 = O, SOUN 520
K : 0 30UN 525
PHI2MW = Oe SOUN 530
INAXM = LGMAX-1 SCUN 535
DO 70 I=JP, I_AXH SOUN 5_0
VV = VVV(I) SOUN 5k5
1971004606-079
76
_=ftVV ._To VZqO) .AND. (VV ,GT° V1) oANU. (VV oGT° V22) _OUN 550
1._tJ_. (vv .GT,#VV(I-I)) .ANn, (VV ,GT.VVV(I )5q_70 %OUN 555
59 K = K+I SOUN 560
V_2 = V2(K) = tV SOUN 565
P_I2(K) = _COSF(CCC(JS)I(VV-UUU(JS))) SOUN 51_
70 CONTINUE SOUN 575
K_AY = K SOUN 593
IF(< ._T. 3) 72_7_ SOUN 5_5
72 PHI_MX = PqI2(KMAX) SOUN 590
VZZ = VZ(<_AX) SOUN 595
7_ CONTINUE SOUN 6OO
C SO_T_ OUI rHC THPEZ CASES SOUN 605
IF((V2_ .C_. Q.) ,aND, [Vl ,GT, VZ?O)) 16tlq SOUN 61]
76 ICA_E = 1 SOUN 615
GO T_ _ SUUN 620
7_ IF((vl .LQ. U.) ,_NU. (VZ2 ,GT, VZRO)) 83_? SOUN 625
_J ICASE = 2 _OUN 63_
30 T_ _ SOUN 635
42 IF((VI .GT, VZ_) .AND, (V27 ,GT, Vl)) _qgR6 SOUN 6_9
_ ICa_E = x _OUN 6_5
GO TO _ _OUN 65}
56 P_INT I]0_ AZ _OUN 655
ItJJ F_MAT( _ SOMETHINA WRCNG ON AZI_UTH_F6.Z) 50UN 660
SR TO la_ SOUN 665
_ CONIINUE _OUN 67q
CDNTO_L S_TIOq FOR RAY TRACING SOIIN 6_5
C _TAOTEP $OUN 6_0
L = n SOUN 6S5
ILEG=I SOUN 693
PHIZ =-oWlt-6,5 SOUN 6q5







CALL RAYTRAC (JStILEGtAKO) 50Ufl Z35
P"IZ = - 1.5 SOUN 7W9
C RFTURN PCINT FOR PEYTPC SOUN 7_5
,3POP =ABS(OROOK_CZRO_SIN(PHIZ)/COS(PHIZ)_2 ) SOUN 759
_9 0PHIZ :ABS(RSTEP/ORDP) SOUN 755
PHIZ = PMIZ  DPHZLSOUN 760
PHDG = PHIZ "57.29_ SOUN 765
SPHZRO=SIN(PHIZ) _OUN 77_
CoHZRO=CCS(PHIZ) SOUN 77_
OKOPflO = CZRO _ SIN(2,_3,1_16 - PHIZ) / CPHZRO_2 SOUN 7BO
OKDPHU = CZRO _ SIN( PHIZ) I CPqTRO_2 SOUN 7_
AKO : CZRO I CPHZRO • UZRO SOUN 790
CPHP = CCC(1)_CPHZROI(CZRO _(UZRO - UUU(1))_CPHZ_O ) SOUN _95
IF(GPHP .GE. 1.) GO TO 89 $OUN 800
SPHP=SQRT(I,'CPHP_2) _OUN 835
GO TO (90_9_gk)_ICASE SOUN 810
90 IF(PHIZ ,LT, (°PHZl_1.OOt|)92_170 $OUN 815
92 ILEG=I SOUN 820
I ..... _ mm mmmm m I
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;0 TO )9 SOUN _25
q_ i_(P_IZ .LT. (-PHI_MX)) 96_q7 SqUN 81,]
_& ILCG = % SOUN _35
_Q Th q9 SOUN a_
_7 IF(PHIZ oLT. (-PHII-I°E-W))I00_I_2 SOUN _W5
130 ILEG : 2 SOUN _59
g,_ TO )q SOUN B55
I]2 IF(FIP_T p °El. C,| FHIZ :-P_IZ  DPHIZ$OUN 863
FIRSTP = t, SOUN _65
I_(PHIZ .GT. _,I2MX_0.80)170,98 5qUN 573






C >AY ToACIflG ENOEO T_IS AZIMUTH, NOW TINE TO SOUN 9tl
C ADJUST INTLNSITIET AND FIN0 FOOl. SOJN 915
C TEST FOR INFINITERAY @ETWEEN OR ON IHC_FMENTEO SOUN 939
CALL kAYTRAC (JS_ILEG_AK0) _0UN q25
OKDZ:CP/C_HZRO ˜x SOUN9_]
H_EFL : _ 30UN 935
:JOEFLI:NOEFL+ _ $OJN 9_
IF(L ,bT. ZW3) GO TO 170 SOUN 9W5
Gn TO (t2],I2]_tW01_ILEG ¢OU_ 95_
SOUN 955
SOUN qEo
120 L = L + 1 SOUN 965
IF(( L - L15_50) ,EQ. 1) PPINT t5 SOUN 97t
t5 FOPM_Tt_t I=HIZ _AOIUS TiME FOC¢JS FAC SOUN q?5













I_(AqS(RORDPT),LT,IoE-50)GO TO 12k SOUNIO_5
FFACT(L)=AqS(RZ_CPHZRO/ROROPT/SPHP ) _OUNtOSO
FINTS(L) = DZ_O-16,32 Zg=&LOG(FFACT(_)/R(L)_Z)_OUNtOSR





130 Dn t35 I=2,NREFLt SOUNlO_
L = L  I_OUNt09_
IF(( L " LISO_50) ,EO. 11P_INT tS $OUNIO_S
ii_ _ --J Jl - " --i J - - II II III I _ _ _ I ] ,_.Ll_ III_ lililli I III __ Ill ill I
1971004606-081
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:_(L)= (2°_l-t.) _TD xx ¢I-to) _TU SNUNtI05
j _OUH I= ( _.• _ I-1, ) _Dr_DDK_-_IKrIPH_+Z • _ ( I-1 • ) _OPUDK_DK'_PHU _O_JN1113
}o.qT= (2.._I-1o) _DPDDK_DK'37 P(I-1 °) _D_U3K_OK07- SOUN1115
0TuPH_ =L)_ ]OHI/_K0 SOUNllZ]
;[HTS (LI =1 • SOUNttZ5
;P_'_T (L } =1 * SOUNI ].3_
]T,_Z=_PDZIAK3 S0dNlt35
•_:ZS_2+R(L) _'2 SOUNIIW0
_.)P')PT=P (L) _ (r)_.DPHI-OTDDH_ (VVZ_)°_Z Ä l x¥)I SOUNt 1_5
1 (1.*VVZ_nT'JT)) SOUNl153
IF(A:"S(oD'_'}PT),LT.I.E-=:9) ,O T.q 13W _0'JN1155
FFACI (L) --_-IS(_?_CPHZraOIie,JPL)PTISPMP) "QFACT m_ (I-I.) SOUNt163
FIqTS(L) = DT,_.O-18.x.2+h.._2q_ALOG(FFACT(LI/P(L)_Z) SOUNl165
!X4 P_INT Ik_ PHL)'_.(L)_TP.(L|_FF_CT(L)_FINTR(L) _OUN1173
135 C,_,_TI NUE SOUNtt 75
KL 1 =L SOUNll_ ]
<Lt "KL 3=L SOJNtl_5





I*O }_; I_.5 I:L_NPEFL1 S0dNI215
: L _OUN12Z3
;;(( L - L/5']_SF) ,FQ, 1) PRINT t5 SOUNt-_Z3
T'i(L)-- (Z.'_Z-t.)'_TD 3()gNt_]q
e(L): (2.'1-1.)*RC+2.*I*eU SOUNt2$5
],-_)_>HI = (?..I-1.)_DPOI:)K_DK.3PHrI_.Z..I • ORUDK_OKDPwU S00N12_3
Y--"3? : ( Z ,'*I-].. } _P,RDDK_DKf} Z,_.'I _.q_.U_K_OKD7 SOUNI?_5
)I_)_."-,/=,).m}PH r/ _K 0 _I)UN$25q
.JT_ Z=fl_D//AKr_ .%0UNI_55
cFACT (L) =I. SOUNt26_
F Ie,IT_ (L) :1 • %0UN1265
_Z : ZS'*'*2  x (L)"_2 SOUNI 2 T 3
_DODP T=R (L) * ( dPOPP- T -OTOPHI _ ( VVZ_R o OZ_VV X ¥) / SOUNt 275
t ( I • _-'4VZ'_DT'JZ ) ) SOUNtZ _3
IF(AgS(RO_LZP'r).LT.,t.E-SU) GO TO t_q_ SOUN12_
FFACT (L) :ABS (R?'_CP_ZrtOIRr_OPTISPH D ) _RFACT e*t fI-1.) SOUNt;_'91
INT"' (L) : OZRO-I_, 3_&. 3_2q_ALOG(FFJ_CT (L) IR(L)_Z) _0UNtZ95
t_ _PINT 1_ PHDG_R(L)_IH(L)_FFACT(L)_FINTS(L) 30UNt3d_
1_5 _'_NTINUE SOUN_3q5
3PO _}: OloOOK* OKOPH D+ 2,'=Dt:'UOK_ OKI)PHU $OUNI3t'J
<L2 =L SOUN13 t5
_n T,3 89 SOUN13Z0
1T0 Cr_NTINUE SOUN1375
151 FO;>HAT('_I SUMFI_RY FOR AZINUTH OF _Et2,k I _;0UN133_
tt._X _ P FOCUS F_CT SNO PRESS (I}8) * ) 50UNt33S
aRINT 181, AZSU 50dNt 3k0
C_LL .RORT (KLt_R(I) _FF_(,T(i) ) SOLINt3_
KL:KLZ-KL1 SOUNt350
IF(KL.EO.3) GO TO 17S ROUNt355
C_LL SORT ((KLZ-KL1) _R(KLIet) _FFACT (KLlel)) _;0UN1360
115 O0 200 I:1_51 _;0UN1365
g_: (I-1) _t000, 3OUN1373























SUSPOUTINE RO TRAJ _O T 1
£CHHONITR&JINVEH,TIH(]OO)_ZV:H(IOO),A_ACH(JOO)_C':(I_O)_YAH(IUO) o0 T 5
X , ALON3(ld0),ALAT(100),VEL(100),G_HA_(100) PD T 10
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC _O T t5
READ lot IVEHtNVEP RD T ZO
_OINT 2 DO T 25
? FOP_AT(_I TPAJECTORY DATA */_O TI_E ALTITUDE OD T 3]
1 MACH NO PITCH YAH _ ) ROT 35
OO 20 I = 1,NVEH RD T k0
IF(I.EO.5O) PRINT 2 RD T W5
REAb 12, TIM(I)_ZVEH(I)tAMACH(1)_PCH(1)_YAW(I) RD T 5l
PPINT i_, TIM(1),ZVEH(1),AMACH(I)_PC_(1)_YAW(1) PD T 55
_0 CONTINUE ROT 6_
OPINT _ ROT 65
3 FOR_aT(_i TRAJECTORY POSITION DATA * #_0 T£_E _D T 70
ALATITUOE LOqGITUDE _) oO T l_
_2 .)0 _ I = _NVEH RD T _9
IF(I.FQ.50) PRINT 3 o0 T 85
READ t2tTI_(IIo_LAT(I)tALONG(I) RD T 90
ORINTtW, TI_ (I) _ALAT (I) _ALOH& (7) RD T 95
2_ CONTINUE ROT i00
PRINT _ POT 105
_9_MAT(_t TRAJECTOPY VELOCITY DATA • RD T 110
t / t_X • TIME VELOCITY ALGL_ FROH HOoIZ. _) R0 T 115
DO 25 I = I_NVEH ROT tZ_
IF(I.EO.59) PRINT _ o0 T 125
RFAD 12_TIN(I)_VEL(I),GAMHAR(1) RD T 1_3
PPINT I_,TIM(It_V[L(1),GAMMAR(I) _O T 135
25 CONTINUE _0 T 1_0
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC ROT 1_5
IU _OPHAT(_I10) _0 T 159
£_ FORMAT(tOXSEI2._) _D T 155
_ETURN RD T 16d
ENn RD T 1_5
9,._._ .......................... _ .... _ s@.z' ........ _;- .. I I.I _ ,_.... .,L ...... "" - • . ...@"_. " • -" -"
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SU.RROUT[NE FIXARE_ (AZV_NAR-"A_XA_¥A,NAZS,AZS_NGS_?NGV) FI(A 3
JIME;ASIOk AZV(1) _XA(i)_YA(i)_AZS(1)_qNGS(1),AA(Sq) FIXA 5
dIMENSION OAT(5) rIXA 13
C ;F:TS AZIMUTH AND RANGE FOR AREA COVE_.EO FIXA %5
O CONSTRUCI$ TA@LE OF AZIMUTH ANGLES TO CORNERS r:IXA 2_
I_"(qA_EA.EI. 1)_0,50 FIXA ?5
4} _n _5 I=i,1_ FIXA 30
:_NG_(I) =3. FIKA 35
_5 AZS(I) = 3.j.@'_(I.1.) FIXA W_
NAZS=!2 FIXA 4@
RETURN FIXA 53
59 CAZV-COSF (AZV) FIXA 55
._;aZV=SINF(AZV) FIXA 63
30 _ I=itNARF. A FIXA 65
FI=XA (1)-RNGV_SAZV FIXA 7"3
F2:YA (I)-_NGV_CAZV FIXA 75
AA (I) =_TA._2 (F1,F2) FIXA 8J
IF(AA(I) .LT, "3.) 2,3 FIXA 8g
2 AA (I) =_A (I)+6.2831_53 FIXA _]
3 IF (I-I)_,W,33 _IXA g5
33 OAZ(I-I) : (A_(I) - AA(I-1)) / _. FIXA I00
CONTINUE ¢IXA 135
C C_MPUTES RANGZ TO FARTHER qOUNDARY FIXA it]
K = I FIXA 115
N_REAI = NAREA - 1 FIXA iZ3
30 25 I = I,NAP,ZAI FIXA 125
AZSS : AZS(K) : AA(I) FIXA 139
O&l 22 II : i_9 FIXA t35
8 SAZS=SINF(AZSS) FIXA i_O
CAZS:COSF(_ZSS) _IXA 1w5
Jl=i FIXA 150
1G 00 12 J=J1,NARE_ FIXA 155
JP=J+I FIXA IBJ
IF ((AA(J).LE,AZSS).AND. (AZSS. LT. AA(JP) ))I_,12 FIXA 165
i2 CONTINUE FIXA 170
I_ Ji=J+i FIXA 1T5
II=J FIXA 183
I2=J1 FIXA 1_5
Xt=XA _II) FIXA 190
X2=XA (I2; FIXA 195
Yi=YA(I1) FIXA 200
YZ=YA (I2) FIXA Z05
m FI=X2+YI'XX'_Y2 FIXA 211
F2:oNGV • (SAZV;(Y2-YI)-CAZV_(XZ-XI)) FIXA 215
! OFN=CAZS _ (X2-Xi) -SAZS* (YZ-Yi) FI_A 2Z_
' RNGS(K) = (F2 + Fi) / DEN FIXA 22@
K = K + I FIXA _30
AZS$ = AZS(K) = AZS(K-I) + O_Z(I) FIWA 235
Z2 CONTINUE FIXA Z_WO
25 CONTINUE FIXA 2q5
NAZS = K-1 FIXA 250
O0 35 I:I,NAZS FIXA 255 {
35 AZS(I) = AZS(I)I57,zgr_ FIXA 260 /
G AT THIS POINT THERE IS A TABLE AZS(I) ANO RNGStI) FIXA 265
C I=I_NAZS OF AZINUTH AND R_NGi[ FRON VF.HIGLE FIXA 2_'0
%
•- .................. I _'
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C GgOUNO PROJECTION THAT COVE_"3 APEA, FIXA :'7S
R_TUQN FIXA ";'_]
END FIXA 245




_U_OObTINE RAYTRA[ (J_,I_A_E, VTEST) _AYT
_')4_3N LPAX,LCHAXtC(IOO),U(1)O),V(IO_)tZK(IOO)_YYY(1LO)tV_(I03)t RAYT S
2),ZMET(l_OI,AA_(1GOI_ZZZ(lOO)_GG_(tQO)_CCC(tOO) _AYT L5
COHHON/TPACEI_D_RL_ORDDK,DRUOK,TD,TU _AYT J]
C TC_T PO_ _AY EXACTLY CN LAYF_ TOP (K = ?) OR NOT (K = t), _AYT 2_
Ca_ENT APIlw_ETI3 ST_TEHFNT FUNOTIO_S --- _OLN TO INTF_FALS _AYT _O
C _AYT _0
_TI(Z) = %SIN((Z-ZZ)IPt)IGbGQRT ?AYT _5
_T_(7) = (APS(Z-ZZ)+SORT((Z-ZZ)_v2_Pt_V2)) PAYT 51
AIO(Z) = (Z-ZZ)ISO_T(Pl_(Z-ZZ)_2)I(SONT(-GI)_(dT_ST-A1)) _AYT 5S
AI_(Z) = (Z-ZZ)ISCRT(FI_*2-(Z-ZZ)V'_)I(SQRT(GI)_(VTEST-AI)) RAYT 69
C °AYT 65
JS p = JS  1RAYT 73
_q _20 Kt=JSPtLCMAX _AVT 15
IF (VTEST.GT.(¢VV(K1)_I.Z-5)) 823, 893 RAYT _3
_0 IF (VTFST.GT.(VVV(K1)-I.E-5)) 81_, _O _AYT q5
e20 CPNTINUE oAYT 99
810 K = _ :_AYT 95
GO TO 8_5 _AYT 133
8_ KB= _ - _ PAYT 119
IF(IC_E .EQ. t) k2 = JS + t _AYT 115
X_ = ]. _AYT 12_
K= = 1 RAYT 1_5
GO TO _51 _AYT 133
C INDEX DELIMITING THE lOgo-LOOP TO JUST FINDING THZ HEIGHT CO&RESPORAYT 135
C THE VTEST-VALUE OF That INFINITELY TRAVELING _AY (gTZ._ THE PHI_ORAYT 1_0
C OF THE KEXT NORE ELEVATED FAN ANJ REFRACTING LAYER NO_ TO 9E CONS_AYT 1W5
C WHICH TO_S OUT AT A LOCAL MAX IN rHE SOUND-P_OPAGATION SOUNDING. PAYT 15q
_5_ <3 = K? °AYT 155
C LO0 p TO COHPUTE CbRVATURE AND DISTANCE FOR EACH R_Y <A_T 16_
_1 .)0 1000 K1 =KO, K2 RAYT 165
C K2 REFERENCES THE LEVIL AT whiCH THE _HI_OT-RAY (II=1) OF A FAY-FAOAYT 170
C _UT (K=I)t OR THE BOTTOM OF TH_ LAYER IN WHICH THF FANS INTERNAL-_AYT t75
C .GT,1 TC I1,LT.IH-1) TOP OUT (K=t)t O_ AT THE TOP _F WHICH THE PH_AYT l_J
C (II=IM-1) TOPS OUT (K:2)_ EXCEPT IF NOT ONLY Tt:L (AND HENCE K:I)RAYT 185
C ALSO ITS TOP IS THE ONE AS RECOGNIZED _V THF A2q-LOOP AS BEING ABRAYT 1_0
C LOCAL MAX (IN WHICH FXCCPTION THE _AY TOPS OUT AT THE LEVEL OF THRAYT 195
G INCIOENTALLYt BOTH BOUNOING LEVELS OF THIS LAYER A_E ADJACENT LC-RAYT Z3_
C (VIZ., EITHER PARABOLIC JOIN-POINTS AT ONE OF THE DATA LEVELS ANORAYT _05
C LEVEL BETWEEN THEN OP ONE SUCH JO£N-POINT AND AN LC-SU_OIVISION O_AYT 713
C LOCAL MAXt OVER WHICH ONE PARABOLIC ARC IS CONTINUOUS), WHEREAb _AYT Z15
C NITELY RANGING PF'ITOP-mAY ASYHPTOTES OUT ALWAYS AT THE TOP OF TH_AYT 2?3
C SUCH LAYER SUPERJACENT TO KIt AT EXTENDED _ANGE THE I1-RAY ASYMPTRAYT 225
C APPOOACHES AS ITS ZENITH A LOCAL-MAX _EVEL WHICH IS (OFTLN WELL) OAYT Z]g
C THE AOSOCIATEO K_-LEV_L, BUT_ FOR SUCH AN It-RAY_ THE LEVEL TO 9RAYT Z35
C FIEO AND SOUGHT SHALL NEVERTHELESS 9E THAT CORRESPONOING TO ITS VRAYT Z_O
C VALUEr CONTAINED IN THE LAYER HENTIONEO_ SINCE ITS ZENITH IS OTHE_AYT 2_5
C SPECIFIEO BY THE HEIGHT-COOrDINATE OF THE LOCAL MAX, RAYT 250
I : K1 RAYT 255
GGGI = GGG(I) RAYT 26_
GGGQRT :SORT (ABS (GGGI)) _AYT 26_
IF (GGGQRT .EQ. 0.) GGGQRT = 1.E-230 _AYT 270 i
i
'" _r -r-- ::. _11 IIII I II II
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AAAI = AAA(I) _AYT 275
Pt= SQRT (ABS ((VIEST-AAAI)/SGGI)) OAYT 280
ZZZI = ZZZ(I) _AYT 285
C SHUNT FOR INFINITFLY FANGING PHIBOT-RAY_ TO FIND HEIGHT CORRESPONOVAYT 2_0
C IIS ASSOCIATEO VTEST VALUE, PAYT Z_5
C sOUND-OFF OF REAL-VARIABLF P-FUNCTION TO FIXED ZErO FOR INFINITELYRAYT 3]_
C _HITOP-QAY, RAYT 3J5
C _OUND-OFF _3W AUT_ORI7EO SINCE LAWGEST QOUNO _1 &T LOCAl. MAX ,LE. RAYT 31)
J = I + I _AYT 315
YYYJ = YYY(J) RAYT 320
YYYI = YYY(I) PAYT 325
At = ((¥YYI-ZZZI)/PI) _AYT 33_
_ = CCC (J) RaYT 33_
C1 = CCC(I) _AYT _
V_ = V_V(I) _AYT 3_5
C _l,El_Ft A_E VALUES OF FI_F2_F3 _AYT 35_
C I.E, SLOWLY VARYING PARTS OF INTEGRALS RAYT 355
10 FORMAT (1)_E1Z.W_?IlO) _AY1 363
IF((VIEST+2,_CI-V1).LE,O) P_NT 199 VTEST_CItVIDI,J _AYT _65
01 : (C1_2 + (V1-C1)_(VTEST-VI+C1))I(CI_SQ_T (VTEST+Z,_CI-VI)) RAYI 3T9
E1 = (VTEST -(VI-CI))/(ClVS_RT(VTEST+Z._CI-V1)) PAYT 375
F1 = CI_VTEST/S_RI(VTFST -VI)_3_AYT 3_J
IF(KI,NE.K_) _55_ 960 RAYT 345
C KJ NOT ba TO THE REFERENCE SURFACE FO_ WHICH THR P_Y TOPS OUT IN _AYT ]93
C THE NEXT SU@ERJACENT LAYER OR AT ITS _UNDARIES_ _0 RAY PEqETRATEOAYT 395
C LAYER WHJSE LOWER BOUNDARY I_ KI, KAYT _00
a55 V_ = VVV(J) QAYT _9_
E2 = (VTEST-(VZ-C2))/(C2_PT(VTCST+2,_C2-V2)) PAYT _15
F_ = C2vVIEST/SQ_T(VTFST  2,vC2-V_)Ve3RAYT _g
857 DHEAN = (2°v02+C1) / _, RAYT _2_
_HEAN = (2.VE2+E1) / 3. RAYT _33
FMEAN = -(2._FZ 3.RAYT _35
658 A2 = ((YYYJ-ZZZI}/P1) RAYT _
IF (ZZZI ) 860_ 910 RAYT _q5




C rASES TO 9E CONSIDERED FOR _AY TRACING OAYT _?Q
j C DAYT _?_
; C I) G.GT.O K.LT.A NO REAL SOLUTION _AYT _0
C II) G. GT.O K,GT,A PAYT W_5
C III) G.LT.O K.LT,A RAYT _90
C IV) G.LT.O K.GT.A _AYT _5
C _AYT 509
860 ZI = YYYI _AYT 505
ZJ = YYYJ _AYT 513
ZZ = ZZZI _AYT 51_
GI = GGGI _AYT 529
AI = AAAI RAYT 525
IF(GI ,LE,O,) GO TO 680 _AYT 530
IF(VTEST .LT. AI) GO TO 1005 RAYI 535
AOD1 = AIX(ZJ) * AI$(ZI) PAYT 543
ADD2 = AOD1 RAYT 5_5
mi _ -- -- _ l _I flail llJINI] II
•" ,m__ _. _ :_:_
i 97 i 004606-088
85
- 11-
IF(KI ,EQ, K2} GO TO a50 _AYT 55]
ROD2 : AI_(ZJ) - AIW(71) _AYT 555
GO TO 950 _AYT _60
_u IF(VTEST ,LE, AI) GO TO 900 OAYT 565
IF(ZJ ,LT, 1,9001_ZZ) 882t88@ _AYT 5T1
_2 ADDI : ALOG(AI2(LI)/AI2(ZJ))/GGGnRT aAYT 575
GO Tn _9 _AYT _J
_a_ A]DI = ALOG{AI2(ZJ) / AI2(ZI|}/GGGQQT OAYT 5_
690 ADO2=ADO1 RAYT 593
IF(K1,LQ,KZ)GO TO q_O _AYT 5_5
ADD2 = AIS(ZJ) - AI3IZI) PAYT 69]
GO TO q50 °AYT 6_5
o00 IF(ZJ ,LE, !.Q3_I_ZZ) GO TO q06 RAYT 61]
AOOl : ALO;(AI_(ZJ) / AI2(ZI))/GGGQQT oAyT 61_
GO TO 906 OAYT 62J
906 _JOl = ALOG(AI2{ZI) / AI2KZJ))IGGGQRT OAYT 6_5
_g8 _OO2 = _D01 RAYT &3)
[_(KZ,LQ°K_)GO TO 950 _AYT 6_5
AOO2 = AI3(ZJ) - ¢I3(ZI} _AYT 6_




C _HO_ INSE<TIONS FROM IMPOSS_RLE TESTS _AYT 655
C INITIAL DHI_OT-RAT OF A REFRACTING LAYER HAS ITS'ZENITH ON A SOUND_AYT 673
C LIN[AR L_'_R CASE _AYT 67_
g10 IF (VTEST ,LT, AAAI) GO TO 1095 RAYT 6_
IF (VTEST ._Q. AAAI) VTEST = AAAI  2.E-2OO_AYT 68_
ADD_=_./GG3Iv(1./SQRT(VTEST-Ct°GGGI_(YYYJ-YYYI))-$./SQRT(VTEST-CI)RAYT 69_
1) _AYT 6_5
C CONSIDER SLOPE OF LINEAR SOUNDING PAYT 703
. Qn = (yyyj . YYYI)I(APS((VIE_T - AAAI)IGGGI)) ?AYT 7_5
IF (GGGI ,LT. -1,E-8) GO TO 92q _AYT 71_
IF (GGGI ,GT. 1.E-8) GO TO 930 _AYT 715
GO TO 9_0 _AYT 720
C COMPUTE TRAVEL DISTANCE OF RAY PENETRATING LINEAR LAYER RAYT 725
q20 IF (QQ ,LT, 0,) QO = O, qAYT 7]0
4001= 2,_(SQ_T(ABS((VTEST-AAAI))IIK-GGGI))_FHEAN_(SQPT(I, „ -1.)_AYT735
GO TO 950 _AYT 7W]
930 IF (QQ .GT, 1.) QO = 1. _AYT 7_5
_OOl= 2._(SORT (ADS ((VTEST-AAAI)))/GGGI)_F_E_N_(1,-SQRT (1. -Q_))RAYT 7_0
GO TO 950 qAYT 755
q@u ADD1= FMEAN_(YYYJ-YYYI)/(S_PT (ARS (VTEST-AAAI|)) _AYT 763
COMNENT WE KNOW HAVE THE INTEGRALS AND THE SLOWLY VARYING PART OF THE PAYT 76_
C INIEGRAL AND CAN USE THEM TO CALCULATE THE PARTIAL OFRIVATIONS RAYT 770
C NECESSARY FOR THE FOCUSING FACTOR. RAYT 775
950 R=DNEAN_ADDI RAYT 7@0
TAU=EHEAN_ADD1 _AYT 755
IF(K1.LT,K2)D51_D52 RAYT 79@
951 DRDK:FMEAN_AOD2 RAYT 7_5
GO TO 995 RAYT _0_
COMMENT G AND H CALCULATED FOR HORIZONTAL RAY ONLY RAYT @05
952 IND = 3 RAYT 413
CALL DIVOIF(YYYI_YYY(Z)_CCC(I)_4_ANSI_CP_CPP_IND) RAYT 815
CALL DIVDIF(YYYIsYYY(I)_UUU(I)_k_ANSI_UP_UPP_IND) PAYT _20
"i --- ,,!_ , as, . ._. . , Wamm_
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Gt = VTEST_(VTEST-(Vt-C1)II((tVTFSt-(VL-Ct)I_CP+Ct_UP)_ _AYT _5
41 = VTEST_|VTE_T°(VI-Ct))_((VTEST-(VI-CI))vCPP PP)I°AYT _35
X (((VTFST-(V1-CI))_CP P)_Z_SQRT(@TEST-(V1-Ct)´”| ._AYT_@)
IND = _ _AYT _3
CALL DIVDIFKYTOP_YYY(I)_UUU(1),6,A_SI_UP_UDO_IND) °AYT BS]
INO : 3 }AYT _SG
_A_ DIVOIF(YTOP,YYY(I),CCC(I)_6,AN_I,CP,CPP_IND) JAVT _63
H2 = VTEST_(VTEST-(V2-C2))_((VTEST-(V2-C?))_CPP  C2_UPD)/ _AYT B65
Y (((qTEST-(V2-G2))_CP+C2_UP)_QRT(VT_ST-(V_-C_)+C_)) _AYT 87]
DPDK = GI-(HI+HZ)/_,_AOD1 _AYT 875
GO TO _95 RAYT _
COMPUTE PARAMETERS OF RAY AND LAVER IN WHICH _EY TOOS OUT JAYT 515
_6a IF (ZZZI.£3._.) GC TO 990 o_yT 891
C SOUN_)ING IN LAYEP I_ FARAPOLIC mAYT B95
I; (VTEST .GE. AAAI .AND. GGGI .GT. d.) GO TO 963 _AYT 99:)
C HAVE ALP£AOY PEACHED THE HAXIHUN---oETURN RAYT g95
°AYT 91_
IF (VTLST ,LT. AAAI .AND. GGGI .LT. 3.) GO TO q6W PAYT 915
OIPF = AES (VTEST - AAAI) OAYT 923
C _61-_Y_AS_ AUTHORIZED. PAYT 925
GO TP Q6_ _AYT 93a
q52 IF (DI_F .LT, I,E-_) _ TO q6_ PAYT 935
_9 _0 1_Q5 RAYT 9WJ
C FIND RAY ZENITH _AYT 9_5
Q_3 YTOP = ZZZI + Pl _AYT 95_
GO TO 980 oAYT 955
964 <TOp = ZZZI - P_ _AYT q6_
C _VALUATE SOUNDING AT PAY TOP RAYT 965
95G VZ = VTEST RAYT 97]
A2 = 1, _AYT 975
SO TO 992 PAYT 9_3
C SOUNDING IN LAYER IS LINEA_ oAYT 9a5
990 YTOP = YYYI  (VTEST-AAAI)IGGGI RAYT 993
Q= 1, _AYT q93
992 C2 = C_ + (C_-C1)_(YTOP-YYYI)/(YYYJ-YYYI) _AYTIO00
C FIND F-FUNCTION OF RAY FOR ITS TOPPING LAYER, LINEAR OR PARABOLIC PAYTIOO5
E? = 1, / SQRT(2-_C2) _AYT1OI_
D2 = VZ _ E2 PAYTIO£5
DME_N = (Z,_D2 • Dr) / 3, QAYTIO_3
EMEAN = (2,_E2  El)/ 3, RAYTtOZ5
FNEAN = -(2,_FZ_F1)/3, RAYTl_39
YYYJ = YTOP RAYT1035





IFIICASE .EQ, 1 ,AND, J ,(Q, JS) RETURN RAYT1065




ORUDK = DRUOK • OPDK RAYTIOqO t
1000 CONTINUE RAYT1095






_ J._OUT Ik_ POSI T_ P0%3 1
F'_MHO"IIT_&JINV;.'-I_TI'.-'(ICt) _ZV-H[L,)_.)_AMACH(IO n) tPCa(I_Ut _YA't(15q) _9;I 3
X _ AL-3_ J(lO]) tALAT (100) tVLL (1J J) _GAMHAP (1_) _q';] I]
C,_M,4ON N_-=T_LCMAXtC [16L) _U( _ ]q) , V(ig,j) t Z (1._0) _ yYy (1:;[) t VVV (i j_ ) _ ur,>I '_5
1'J'JU(19'_)_[TT(_]_)_T(1FJ_)'P(_C)tpH(i_3_)_SpD(_g)'_I)(_]_)_4_FJ(_C3pr`_,I "_]
2) _Z:_"T(IO]) tAAA [i00 ) _ZZZ{IJO) ,GGG(I_ J) _CCC(IOO) -_0_I _5
CqlMOt_,I,_A.,_AM/7.<;_yFos_Zpos_'_.Nr_VtA_V_r_@C..I_yyAW_AMCHtVVZtVVYY _ c_c,I _]
I "IL_q,P. HLeJ_CZ_"U_FZI"U _,q;I _.5
C :;ETS 0 r_ SOURCE PAF&HETER_ OF VEHICLE PO>I 4}
L3CAT_r'R S.)UPGE LFVEL IN OATA SYSTF.'_ P_I w5
C J_.=lrVCL _I 'JR FIRST Pt.LOW ._'_. _)P;I _]
C ;FT'-3 5TARTINC, PAP.BMFTE_S FRO'4 DATA (jI_ECTIONAL) PC;I 53
!.lq=_ FOSI q]
_aLL _IV)IF (Z'_tZVEHtALONG,HVEH,A'4_I,ANSZ_ANK'_tIN-]) '-'O_I '=5
_PO_ = (ANSl-_LONG(1)t_6.373.:6/57,-_93 ;)O._I l]
I_:0=2 _O_I 7_
C_LL I)IVgIF [ZS, ZVEH,ALAT,NV"-H,AtlSi,4NS2t_HS_,IN')) DOSI $]
ypQq = (A_4Sl-_LAT(1))'_6.37]E6/57.Zq5 PO;I t5
KPO_, = _PO; _ COS{ANS1/57.ZgS) ')P,_I _.]
QqF,V= S'JRT(XPOS_'_2  YPOS_?) _OSI _3
Jq Wu _ : l,qVr'H PO;I 1)]
IF(_"S((_LAT{I)-ALAT(i))/ALAT(L}) .LE. 0.06 ) _0,5_! PC_I t:_5
_.] Zq,ITIH,]_. _0_I 11]
5C _7V = AT-_'q((ALONG(I} - ALOtIG(II)I(ALAT{I) - ALAT(L)) _OSI I15
X * COq(ANS1/Sl,295) _ oP, SI 12]
[NO=2 oOSI 125
CALL OIVEIF (ZS_ZVEHtFCM_NVEH,ANSI,ANS2,ANS]tIND) PO,_I 132
PDCH= _N_I POSI 135
I_,g=? PO_I IW]
CALL DIVOIF [ZS_ZVEH,VAW,NVFH_ANSitANS-_tANS]tIND) "_OSI I_,5
YYAW=ANSI POll I59
iuO=_ POSI 15_
]ALL DIVSIF (ZStZVEH_AMACH,NVEH_AN<'ItANS2_ANS_-,IN'g) P03I 161
IN']:Z _O_I L73
CALL OI4Ol _ (ZStZVEH,VELtNVEH,ANSi,ANS2tANS3,1ND) POSI 175
_VY=ANS1 u03I L_]
INO:? POSI I_5
CALL OIVUIF (ZStZVEHtGAMNAR_NVEH_ANSL_ANSZtANS_INO) PO_I 1_._
VVXY : VVX _ COS(_tlSi/57.295) POSI IS5
VVZ = VVX • SIN{ANSIIS/.Zg5) PO_I Z_I
C SETS UP SOURCE PAFAMETERS OF ATMOSPHERE (NON DI_ETIOkAL) r_OSI ?,_5
INO=2 POSI 21]
CaLL DIVDIF (ZS,I_ETtT,NHET,ANSltANS2_ANS3_INO) _OSI 21_
TZRO=ANSI oOSI ?Z]
IND=2 POSI Z25
CALL OIVDIP .ZStZMET_PH_NHET,ANSltANSZtANS3tIND) POSI _3tl
RHZRO=ANS1 POSI 2"_'_
IND"2 PO_I 2W]
CALL DIVOIF (ZStZMETtC,NHET_ANSI_ANSZ,ANS3tINO) POS[ Zk5
CZRO=ANS1 oOSI Z5.1
IND:2 POSI Z55
CALL OIVOIF (ZS_Z_ETtPtNNETtANSltANSZ_,_NS3tINO| #OSI 261
PZRO=EXP(ANSt) P0$I 265
PPlNT 11 POSI 273
. --_"_'. -
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11 FOPMAT(_'[ SOUP.CE PAOAM-':IE_S _) PORE 2T5
_ZVV=A?V'ST. 2:15 ar)3I 2'_1
D_INT 1_ ZS_X°O.c._YPO._ONGV,IAZVgPPCHtYYAW,,,ARCH_/VZ,_VVXYtTZ'-"9,,, P_,RI __A.5
tRHZRO,CZROtPZ_O oOSI 791
13 FOmMAT('0 SOURCE ALTITUDE = _'tEi2,,Wg/ POSI 2q5
Z '_ X-COOQD = _,EL2. W,I POSI 30"3
1 * Y-COOPD = '_,EI?._,./ °O_I "_J5
3 '_] HOFIZ PANSF = _9E12,_,/ _n._I 3L]
_0 VEHICLE A?IMUTH = _,E12,._/ _'0SI _.L5
5 _'0 VE_'ICLE PITCH = '_t,E12._,1 PO_I 32]
6 * VEHICLF Y_W = _',FI2._,I aO3I 325
7 "0 VEHICLE MACH NO, = =_E12._,I oOSI XZ3
! _ VEHICLE Z-VELOCITY = '_,EE?._/ PQSI 3_3
_0 V_HICLE XY-VELOCITY : V,El2._,/ oO_I _W3
_ DEW-POINT = _F12°t_l oO_I 3"31
END POSI 3_']




_UBROUTINE RD _ET _ M )
COMMON NMETtLCNAXtC($G0)tU(100)tV(10]).Z(1Q0ttYYY(100)tVCV¢I_0Tt 20 M
1UUU(100)tTTT(100)tT(10O)tP(100)t_N(1091tSmO(1O0)tOI_(I_0)oZWND(l_O _ LI
2).ZMET(100)tAAA(100ltZZZ(100ltGGG(t00)tCCCI100t _D M 15
10 FORMAT (3110) _D M ?]
t2 FORMAT(11_12.3_ _ M 2_
C _EAD DATA AND INTERPOLATE AND PRINT THE oE_ULT_. _0 e 3}
_TAO 10t N4ETtNNND_IMET "'0 M _
POINT %8t IHETtNHET _D M _]
IFIIMET.E_.k)2qt32 _9 M _5
2_ 0_ 30 I=ltNMET _D M 53
_EAO 12_ Z_ET(IItPII)tT(I)_Rq(I)tOIR(IItSPn(I) aO M _5
P(I)=ALOG(_(I)) _ i _J
30 C0,TINUE _0 M 6_
GO T_ _0 _0 M _3
3_ O_ 3_ I=I_MHET _D _ 7_
_EAD lit ZMET(I)_(I)tT(I)tRH(I) ._D M t]
P(I) = ALOG(P(I)) ._0 _ _
3_ C_NTINUE _O M _3
DO 36 I = I_NRET _U M _5
_FAD 12, ZWND(I)tDIR(I)_$P0(I| ?O M IJI
36 CONTINUE RO M 1_
_0 CALL FIXHET (IqETtNMETtNMNO:ZMNDtZqETtPtTtRNtOI_tSPOtCtOPT) _U M Lt)
8 FORMAT(_I Z P(NB) T(C) DEW PT 0I_ _O _ _2_
1 SPO C _ // ) _O M 173
LMAX:NMET _0 M 1_5
P_INT _ _D M I_0
DO 50 I : lINNET _U M 1SG
P" = EXP(O(I)) RD H 1_3
PRINT 12t ZNET(Z)tPPtT(I)tRH(I)tOIRII)tSPD(ZIt¢(I) eO M 1;5
5g CONTINUE _D M 151
1 FORMAT(AIO) PO V I_q
t8 FORMAT (el METE_OLOGICAL _TION * II0t _ NHET : *I_) QDe %E_
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC a O u 16_
_ETIJ_N DO M 173




SU_O_UTINE FIX,_ET (INETItNNETtNWNOtZWNDtZMFTIPtI,_.w,CI<9_}d_C,t)_TIFIX M ]
C IHET=I IkTERPOLATES WIND INTO RADIOSO;4]E LEVCLK FI'SM 3
C FNDS UP WITH NNET LEVELS ;I_e tl
G LMcT .- 2 INTERPOLATES RADIOSONDE TO WIt&.}LEVELS FI_ Sr_
: C I'4ET = ? _IERGE$ TPE TWO Fiw= .?.'
C ACCEPTS OATA AND I'AKE$ UP ON _. SOUN'_I_G FOP ALL CI_M /3
C _q'.j._COMFUTF{) SPEED OF SOUND FIXP" ")
)!MEN_ION AA (81)),PB(_G) ,CC (80) _DD(_O) _EE (8NI"tAB,(_J),AC(h{J) _9 (i ]},PIXM _
I_F (_iO),AG( 30 )tAE(FO )_FL (_0) _IXM _)
OIMENSI ON ZWNO(t) _ZMET (1) pP(tt _T (I) ,RH(t) ,OIl_(f,),;_O(1) _q(t) PIXM ,+5
IF (IMFTL ,E'], W) GO TO 6_ ;TIM 5_
_'_ TO (12,22,t2)_IqET1 FIXM _
C INTEPPOLATES WIND AT PADIOSOMOE LEVELS FI<M _I
t2 Jr} l_i I=t_NMcT FI(M 6-3
TT=IMF.T (1) FI_M 71
CALL INTU._(N_Nr_ ZbNO, DIR, TT _FT _I-_.) FIXM 73
IF(IP) 16,1W FI(M _ ;
14 jg( II='IP(1)=_9_30, FIXM i_
GO TO 18 _'lyM oj
,_ALL I:|Tg;)(NWNO_Zf'NO_._PD_TT_FT_IR) FIXM t;_
_F(I) =FT _IXH L"_
t_.t COI'ITINUE FI(M Ii ]
"^ TO (io.,2_2Z)_IHE'TJ FI_M II_
2_ I=I_,NMET FIXM 1_1
SPO(I) =£E(I) FIXM 12_
ZO OI_.(1)=O0(I) FI(P t_.l
GO TO 60 FIKM I]5
e INTERPOLATES R_OICSOND TO WIND LEVELS FI(M IW)
_2 90 2W I=l,'4eET FIXM 1,.5
?w _Lil)=LOGF(PtI)) FIWv 151
O0 30 I=I_,NWND FIWP 15_
IT=?WND (I) FI(M t6)
CALL INTRP(NMET,Z_ET_PL,TT_FT,_) FIXM Io_
IF(IO)?S,Z6 FiVe IT]
?6 AA¢I}-'%B(1)-CC(I}=qq999, FIKM I_S
GO TO 30 FIWM 1_%
2._ AA(1)=EXP(FT) FIXM lq'_
CALL INT,_(NNET_Z_ET_T_TT_FT,IR) FIXM 19_
_n(1) =FT FIXM 13S
CA_.L INTRPfNNET_ZI_EI_RH_T'_FT,_IR) FIXM 2J')
CC(1)=FT FIXN _.1_
30 CONTINUE FIXM Ill
GO TO (60,32,361,IMET1 FIXN 21'_
3Z O0 ]_ I--ltNNND FIWN ZZ1
P(I):AA (I) FiXN 223
T(I)=RS(I) FIXM 23]
]_ RH(I)sGC(I) FIXM 235
NME, -eCWNO FIXM 2_._
GO TO 60 _IXN 2_,:,
C INTEqPOLATES E_CN INT0 OTHER FIX_ 2'_3
C SOUNDINGS ALREADY INTERPOLATEO, NOW NE'..O INTO ONE FIXM ?_
36 1=1 FI_N 26C,
3=1 FIXH ?65 I
i"




_ IF(ZMET(J)-ZWNO(K))Wjr,t,O,4W _'IXH ?T-_
W3 A_(I)=TMET(J) FI,(M 21]
AP.(1):P (J) FI_M _i_
AD(') :T (Ji rI_(F':_o)




_Z J:J+1 FIXH .:£5
I:I+% FIXM 33)
GO TO 3B cIX M 7_.;
_W A_(1):IWNJ(K) t=IXI"?_j
AC(I)=aA(K) Fi_M 3_5
AO (I) :-_B(,() FIXM 3_)
AT(I) :CC (K) ;!XR _
AF(I):DI_(K) cIV." ?.G)
AG(I) :SPD(K) FIXI_ :5"%
IF (K.LT.N,4ND) _bi,52 FI Y_' 3_I
W6 K:K+I FIXM "_69
I:I+1 FIXM "_71
GO TO 38 FIXM ._l._
W8 IF(K.LT.NWNDI5395f FI_(P "_'_) .--
50 .i=J_-i Fl)el_ 3"]5
I:I+l PIXH 3gl
ZMET(J)=gg999. FI_(M 3"_5
GO TO "_8 FIXM _j]
52 IF(J.LT.NMET)SW,S@ ;'I_(M_'.,5
_W K:K+I -I_M Wt)
f=I+l FIX_; W15
ZWNr)(K) =9_gg9, FIXM 42]
GO 10 38 FIXH (*?7
gb NMET=NWND=I I'IXM W3J
00 58 I=i,NMET FIXM _Z _,




DIR(I) =AF(1) FIXM 46.1
_6 SF'D(I)=AG(I) FIXM (,65
60 COMTINUE FiXM (,7_
C OH CONPLETION THERE IS ONE COMBINED WIND AND FI_.M .75 -
C RJDIOSONOE OBSERVATION WITH NHET LEVELR OF FIXM q'_J
C ZMET(I),ALT.TUDE P(I)_PRESSURE T(I),TENOERATU_ _IXM _5
C =H(I)tRELATIVE HUNIDIIY_ DIRECT MIND DIRECTION _NO ,.:IXM _.J
C SPO[II_WINO SPEED. FIXM _OR
C CALCULATES SPEED OF SOUND. FIXM _;
65 O0 70 I=I,NNET FIXM 5)_
OPT : RH(I) FIXM 515
CALL RELHUR(TT,OPT,VP_2) FIXM 520
TT= (TT+273.16)/(1,-3._VP/¢8.'_EXP tP (I)) ) ) FIXH _75
70 C(I)=331._5_SQRTF(TT/273.16) FIXP 5_J
RETURN FIXM _35
END FIXM 5(*)
m -- ' I BB ", ....... .,v.._,_'_ . ;,'" _-' .... _- _ "'_._ "_,_'"-,.'"_'_-




SURROUTINE PARAB PARA )
COMMON LHAX,LCHAX,C _200 ) _U(190) _V(IO0t _,Z(100 | 9YYY (J.OC) t,VVV (10 O) _, DA._A 5
`_`_UU(_)_TTT(L_)_)_T(1_G)_P(J._)t_)H(1_9)_Sp_(1_Tr)_1_)*ZwN_(1_pA_A t0
Z)tY (lOd) tAAA ¢1G0 / tZZZ(IO0) tGGG(200) eCCC(IO0) OA_.A 15
, DIMENSION YY([O0) _VV(lO0) _CC(190) _AA(IOO) ,ZZ (lOG) _GG (100) PA;_A ZO
C PARABOLIC LAYER ROOEL. PAPA 25
C &OJUSTS LAYERS ANC GETS PARABOLA PARAHET£_S, PAPA 3;_
C FIRST LAYER_ TWO POINTS AND ONE TANGENT PA;)At_OLA. PAPA 35
FI - V(1) PAPA _0
F2 : V(2) OA_A _5
ZL = Y(1) PA_,A 5']
ZZ = Y(2) PARA 55
F2P : (V(3)-V(1))/(Y(3|-Y(I)) PAtnA 6q
DZ = Z2 - Zl PAPA 65
FS = (FZ-FJ.)IOZ PARA 7"3
C1 = (F2P-FS)/OZ PARA T5
B1 = FS_'2._ZZ/OZ - F2Pv(ZI /DZPARA _O .-
A1 = FI  (Z2_FZP-FS_(2_Z2-Z1))_ZIlOZPA°.A _5
AA (1) : A1- (BI_Z)/(4';C1) DARA 90
GG(I| = Ct PAPA q5
ZZ(1) = *_./(2._C1) PARA J._3O
VV(1) = V(1) _ YY(1) = Y(1) PAPA 105 -_
CC ('L) = C(1) PAPA 119
L_12 = LHAX - 2 PAPA 115
LC : 1 DA,_A 1Z)
DO 7_0 L = 2_L'12 PAPA 1<?.5
LP = L + 1 $ LP2 = L  Z$ LH = L * I _A._A 130
FT = V(L) _)A'_A 135
F_ = V(LP) PATNA le*O
Zt = Y(L) PAPA 1_5
Z2 = YELP) PAPA 15d
FH : V(LH) PA_,A 15_
ZH : Y(LII) PAZ_A 160
FP2 = V(LPZ) PAPA 1_5
ZP2 = YELPS) PAPA 2?0
9Z : ZZ - Zl PAPA 175
OF : F2 - F1 PARA 180
FlP = (F2 - FR)/(Z2-ZH) PARA 185
F2P -- (FPZ-F1) I(ZP2-Zl) PA:_A 190
C _OTTOH HALFLAYER, PARA 195 :.
AI = FZ PA._A 203
Ol = FIp_ozI2. PARA 205
C1 " (OF-KF2P 2P)el)ZI4,)I2,$ LC = LC  1PAPA 220
IF(ABS (CIlB1),LT;,X,E*3) GO TO 700 PAPA 215
AAILC) -- AX * (B1_2)1(4,_C2) PARA 220
ZZ(LC) = ZI " BXeDZI(4,eCX) PARA 225
GG(LC) : _*_Cl/(0Z_2) PARA 23Q
L'O TO 710 PARA 23S
700 AAILC) : AI PARA 240
GG(LC) = 2.*8110Z PAPA 245
ZZ(LC) = O, PARA 25Q
C THIS ZZ(LC) VALUE FLAGS LINEAR FORN A 4. G(Z*ZO)_ ZO - VALUE AT PAPA 2AS
C BOTTOM. PARA 260
710 GC(LC) = CKL) PARA 265
YY(LC| :: Y(L) PARA 2_0
• '_- "' _ -__..,.,,m__.,_;,,_,_... ":-.,._r.m_M_-'J'_-_-'. _,; az..._; _ .L, _ -- .............. >" _-,'_ _,-_" _'-' C ,_ace_,_a
1971004606-097
VVILC) = V(L) PA_.A ZT5
C TOP HALF LAYER, PARA 75_
A1 = (FI+FZ-IF2P-FtP)#DZ/4,)/2, PARA Z65
R1 = OF - (FZP + FtP)_DZ/4, PAO.A 790
C1 = -(DF-(3,_FZP+FXP)_OZ/4,)/2, PAPA zg_
, LC = LC + 1 PAPA _00
IF(A@S (CI/B1),LT,1,E-3) GO TO 7Z3 PA_A 305
AA(LC) = A1 - (RI_2)/(4,'_Ct) PARA ._tO
ZZ(LC) = (ZZ+ZI)/? * Pt'_DZ/(q.._C1) _'A._A 315
; GG(LC) : _,_CXl(gZ_Z) PAPA 320
I GO TO T30 PAPA 325
7Z_ AA(LC) = A1 PARA 330
_'_(LC) = 2,_B1/OZ PAPA 335
ZZ(LC) = O, PAPA 3q.3
730 CC(LC) = (C(L) (C(LP2I-G(L))/(Z_'?.-Z1)-(C(L_))"C(LH))PAPA 3_5
1 /(72-ZH))°DZ/_.)/Z PAPA 350
YY(LC) : (ZZ_ZX)/2, PAk_A 355
7_u VV(LC) - A]. PAPA 360
LCHAX = LC PARA 365
C CHECKS FO_ HAX MITHXN HaLF LAYERS AN._ RESUPDIVTO_S, PARA 3T3
LC = 0 PAPA 375
LH = LCHAX-1 PAPA 3_3
_rl ?79 L = It LH OA'qIA 3_5
L¢. = LC PAPA 39"1
J_._A(LC) = AA(L) PARA 395
/Z.Z(LC) : ZZ(L) PAq_A _0'3
u';GKLC) : GG(L) PAPA k06
CCC(LC) : CC(L) PAPA _10
YYY(LC) = YY(L) PARA 415
V_V(LC) = VV(L) _A_A 423
L_ = L  2 PAPA _2¢_
Yl = YY(L) PARA t_3O
Y2 = YY(LP) PAPA 435
Y3 = ZZ(L) DA_A '_qO
IF (Y3.EQ.Y1) GO TO 770 PAPA _5
C 4AX/eIINILINEARITY gOES NOT FALL AT BOTTOH OF LAYE_, P_A _53
IF (Y3.GT.Y1.ANO.Y3.LT.YZ) 759_ 770 PAPA 45_
C MAXIMIN kITHIN LAYERS, PARA t;63
75_ IF (GG(L),GT,O,) 770_ 760 PAPA _65
C SUBOZVXDES ON _AX MITHIN LAYERS, PARA 470
760 LC = LC + I PARA 475
AAA(LC) = AA(L) PARA kSO
ZZZ(LC) = ZZ(L) PARA 485
GGG(LC) = GG(L) PARA 490
CCC(LG) : CC(L) * (CC(LP)-CC(Lt)_(ZZ(L)-YY(L))/TYY(LP)-YY(L)) OARA _9_
YYY(LG) : ZZ(L) PARA 500
VVV(LC) = AAIL) PARA 505
770 CONTINUE PAPA 510
LCMAX = LG PARA 515 .
VELS = 20,0468 PAPA 520
6 FORNAT(_X PARABOLIC DATA elSX; A G PAPA 525
1 ZO C U V Z _) PAPA 530 |
" 00 7_S Z == t_ LCI_X PARA 535
IJsI PAQA 5_0
! IF((I'IISOeSO).EQeX) PRINT 6 PARA 565




TTT(I) = ((CCC(I))/(VELS))_? PARA 550
UUU(I) = VVV(I) - CCC(I) PARA 555
TiT(I) = T(1) + 273,15 PARA 560
P_INT 791_ IJ,_AA(IJ) IGGG(IJ)_ZZZ(IJ)_CCC(IJ),UUU(IJ)tVVV(IJ)_YYY(PARA 565
tIJ) PAPA 573
7ql _H_T(I1]_TEI2,_) PAPA 575









SUBROUTINE INTRP (NP_X_Y_TtFTtIR) INTR
C GENERAL LINLAR INIERPOLATION SUBROUTINE INTR 5
C x IS A_SCISSA ARRAY INTR I0
C Y IS ORDINATE ARRAY INTR 15
, _ TT I_ ABSCISSA FOR WHICH O_DINATE IS REQUIRED INTR 2_
C FT IS THE _EQUIRED ORDINATE INTP 25
i C Ip IS RANGE INDIC_TOR_ _I IF IN @AMG=_ -_ IF OUT OF QANGE. INTR _0
OI_ENSION X(25)_Y(251 INTR 35
IR:I INTR W_
I O0 2 I:I,NP INT_ W5
IFIXII)-T)Z_,_ INTR 50
2 CONTINUE INTR 55
I=NP INTP 60
rT=Y(IJ INTR 65
GO TO 5 INTR IQ
4 K=I-I INTR Z5
FT=Y(K) *Y(K))*(T-X(K))I(X(I)-X(K))INTR 83
5 RETURN INTR 85
END INTR 90
SUBDOUTINE RELHUN (TEHP9OPT,PH_ZNO) RELH 0
C CONVERTS TENPERATOP AND OEN POINT TO RELATIVE HUNIOITY MHEN INO=I RELH 5
I C INO=2 KETUKNS V_POR PRESSURE RELH 10
DINENSION T(ll) gE(11) RELH 15
' DATA((E(I) tI=I911)=O.27_O,77_l.gB_._gtlg.02,tg,3_,35.65_6Z.?6_ RELH 20
1106.11_173.11t273-3) RELH Z5




1 IF(T(1)-X)292,8 RELH 50
Z DO _ 1=1_11 RELH 55
IF(T(I)-X)3_Wt6 RELH 60
3 CONTINUE RELH 65
GO TC _ RELH 70
4 Ft=E(I] RELH 75
GO TO 9 RELH BO
5 K=I-1 RELH 85
AA=ALOG(E(I)) RELH gO
Un=ALOG(E(_)) RELH 95
C LINEAR INTERPOLATION ON E VS. T CURVE RELH 100
FI=BB B)_(X-T(K))/(T(I)-T(K))RELH 105
IF(INO-1)9,q_LO RELH 110




_0 TO 1 RELH _35
7 F2=EXPF(Ft) RELM 1_0
RH=F2/F1 RELH 1_5
_ETURN RELH 150
8 RH=0. RELH 155
RETURN RELH 160
C IF INO=2_ OUTPUTS VAPOR PRESSURE IN RH. RELH 165









SUBROUTINE 01VDIF (XtXX_YYtNtANSI,ANS2, ANS39INrll OIVO 0
C INTERPOLATES AND GETS E)ERNATIVES ON _ASIS OF DIVIDEO DIFFS, OIVO 5
C X IS A_.SCISSA FOR WHICH VALUES ARE REQUIQED DIVO 10
C IND IS DEGREE OF INTEPP TO BE USEO WHEN INPUT DIVO 15
C xx IS TABLE OF ABSCIS._A OlVO 23
C YY IS TABLE OF ORDINATES OI@O 25
C ,_IS NO, OF TA'_LE ENIRIES OIVD 30
C ANSl I._ INTERPOLATED VALU_ OlVD 35
C _NS2 IS INTERPOLATED FIRST DERIVATIVE OIVO _0
C ANS3 IS INTERPOLATED SECOND DERIVATIVE DIVO 45
C I._ CUBIC DIVE) 50
3INENSION XX(I),YY(]) DIVD 55
IF (XW (1D-X) 2,2,1 DIVE) 60
1 IND = -1 OIVO 65
ANSi = ANSZ= A_S3=O, rIIVD leo
PETUPN OI@D 75
2 DO _ I--2tN OIVE) 80
IF(XX(I)-X) 3,4,4 ' DIVO 85
3 CONTINUE DIVD 90
GO TO I DIVD 9_
K-I-I OIVD 100
DO TO (5,6_9)_IND OIVD 105
5 Ai =vv(K) OIVD 110
A2=YY (K+I) nIVO 115
BI:XX (K) 0I_E) 120
B_:XX(K œ€ DIVE)126
FI: (A1-A2) / (BI-B2) DIVE) 130
GO TO (51t_2tSZltINO DIVD 135
51 ANSI:AI )_F1OIVD 140
ANS2=ANS3:0, DIVO 1_5
GO TO 53 OIVD 150
5_ ANSI=AI+(X-BI)_FI DIVD 155
ANS2=F1 OIVO 160
ANS3=O. OIVD 165
=i;3 Ir,IO=t DIVD 1TO
_ETU_N DIeD 17¢_
6 IF(K-1)ltTt8 OIVD 180
, 7 K:K+I OIVO 185
i S AI:YY (K-l) Bird 190
A2=YY (K) OlVO 19_
A._:YY(K ¤ˆ DIVO200
Bt:XW (K-I) OIV_ 205
B2-XX (K) DIVD 21G
B3:XX (K+I) DIVD 21_
FI: (A1-A2) / (B1-B2) DIVD Z20
F2= (AZ-A3) / (BZ-83) OIVO 225
GI:(FX-F2) #(B1-83) OIVD 230
Xl:X-B1 Bird 235
XZ:X-B2 DIVD 240
ANSI=AI,XI_ (FI G1)OIVO 24S ,
GO TO (81tS2tS3)_IND DIVD 250
81 ANS2=ANS3:O, OIVO 255
GO TO 8k OIVD 260
8Z ANS2=FXt(XI IOIVO 265
: ANS3:0 OIVD 2TO
i .....
L_ ' l ........ l
• -- . ..... _ _,.__, _ _ _.._..... ,_'_ :;-* - ' -- ,_":_-_._.:t_
_.-.._.._..,._ • . .__, _J..' _ -, • . _:._
1971004606-i02
IF(!ND. EO.3) 83,84 DIVD Z75
83 Ar_S3=2.'_GI DIVD 289
_4 IHD=2 DIVD 285
R_TURN DlVO 290
(_ IF(K-I)I_tO_11 DIVD 295
10 K=K € OlVO300
GO TO .1.3 DIVD 305
11 IF(N-1-K!12_l_13 DIVD 310
12 K:K-1 DIVO 315
13 AI=YY(K-1) OIVO 320





B3=XX (K+I) DIVD 350
_=XX(K+2) DIVD 355 -
FI= (A1-A2) / (Bl-B2) DIVO 360
FZ= (A2-A3) / (B2-B3) DIWD 365
F3= (A3-A_)/(B3-B_) OIwIO 370
GI= (F1-F2) / (Bi-B3) OIVO 3_5





ANSL=AI+X1 • (FI+XZ*(GI+X3"HI)) OIVO _05
GO TO (131,1x.Z_132)_INO OIVO 410
1J1 ANS2=ANS3=O. DIVO _IS
GO TO 13_ 9IVD 420
112 ANSZ=FI  (XiGI  (Xl_X2+Xl'_X3)'_H1DIVD _25
ANS3=O. DIVD 1,30
IF(INn.EQ.3) 1339134 OIVD 435
133 ANS3=?. _(GI )OIVO 4WO






SUBROUTIKE SORT(N_X_Y) SORT a
DI4ENSION X(179Y(1) SORT 5
NI:N-1 SORT t9
DO 59 I=I,N1 SORT 15
]0 50 K=ItN1 SO_T 29
J=K x _O=T25


















%LI_POUTIhE FIXV_H (IVEH,NVEH,TIMtZVEH,AZV,_NG, PCH,YAW,VX,VY,VZ) FIXV 9
C C;_MPUTFS _EQUIREO TPAJ DATA AS BEST IT CAN FROH INPUT FZXV 5
C IVFH=[, F3_ V_,VV_VZ kITH RESPECT TO TRACECTORY FIXV t]
PLANE° _OTATLS TO N-E°COOROINATES rlXV 15
G IVEH=Z, VX,Vv,VZ COMPUTED NO N-E-COO_9_ FIXV Z0
c IVEq:I, PC_YAW ALSO COHOUTFD,YAN=O, FIXV 2_
C NVLH = NU_'IER OF TRAJECTORY LEVELS FIXV 33
C TI_(!) = TIME FROM START (SFCONOS) FIXV ]5
VFH(I) = _LTIT'JDE OF VEHICLF (KILOMETERS) _IXV WO
R_G(I) = RANGE FROM LAUNCH (KILOMETERS) FIXV W5
C _ZV(I) : _ZIMUTH FRO_ NORTH CnEGREES CLOCKWISE) FIXV 5]
C PCH(I) = PITCH DEGOEES FIXV 55
C YAW(I) = OEGPEES FoOM TPAJECTOQY PLANE FIXV 60
C vx(I) = VE_ICLE SPEED (EAST COMPONENT) FI(V 65
C VY(Z) = VE'IICLE SPEED (NOeTH COMPONENT) FIXV TO
C VZ(I) = VE_ICLE SPEED (VERTICLE COqPONENT) FIXV 75
JIMENSID_ TZM(t),ZVEH(1),AZV(t),_NG(I), PCH(I),YAW(I),VX(t),VY(t),FIXV 80
IVZ(I) FIXV q5
NVEHM=NVEH-I FIXV q3
]n Z I=_,NVEH_ FIXV 95
IF(I-1)2,_sW FIXV 1Q9
IS=? FIXV 135
q_ IN 6 FIXV 110











Gn TO 1_ FIXV 170







GO TO (I_,L_12),IVEH FIXV 210
12 PCH(I):ATANF(OZDT/DRD_) FIXV 215
YAW(I):O, PIXY 220
J_ CONTINUE FIXV 225
_ETURN FIXV Z30
END FIXV ?35
1971004 0-105
